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BENJAMIN H. UILLCUTT, SR
BEN"
Ben Willcut-t- represented the citizens of Williamsburg as Building
Inspector since 1967. Ben proved to be a diligent public servant,
giving much of his time and thought to his duties, democratic in his
contacts with his fellow citizens, always with his "Yankee" sense of
humor, yet with that dignity of person which always inspired the word,
"Mister". As we pay tribute to this gentleman for his many years of
public service to Williamsburg, the Town will miss his wise cousel
.
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TOWN OF WILLIAMSBURG
INCORPORATED 1771
OFFICERS 1992
SELECTMEN
-JEFFREY S. C IUFFREDA , CHAIRMAN
KATHRYN WARNER, CLERK
JAMES DiDONATO
HAMPSHIRE COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
ALLEN L. TORREY, CHAIRMAN
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
JUDD J. CARHART
REPRESENTATIVE IN THE GENERAL COURT
JONATHAN L. HEALY, CHARLEMONT
SENATOR (FRANKLIN & HAMPSHIRE DISTRICTS)
STANLEY ROSENBERG, AMHERST
COUNCILLOR C EIGHTH DISTRICT )
EDWARD M. O'BRIEN, EASTHAMPTON
CONGRESSMAN
JOHN W. OLVER, AMHERST
AUDITOR
A. JOSEPH DeNUCCI
TREASURER
JOSEPH MALONE
*
SECRETARY OF STATE
MICHAEL JOSEPH CONNELLY, BOSTON
ATTORNEY GENERAL
SCOTT HARSHBARGER
U.S. SENATOR
EDWARD M. KENNEDY, BOSTON
JOHN F. KERRY, BOSTON
GOVERNOR, COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WILLIAM WELD
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TOWN OFFICE
141 MAIN STREET, HAYDENV I LLE
(413) 268-7301
THE TOWN COLLECTOR; TOWN CLERK; AND TOWN SECRETARY
ARE AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC 30 HOURS EACH WEEK
FROM 8:30AM TO 4PM MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
OFFICES ARE CLOSED ON FRIDAY
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT-24 MAIN STREET, WILLIAMSBURG
HOURS MONDAY THRU FRIDAY - 7AM TO 3:30PM
(.413) 263-7996
POLICE DEPARTMENT- 1 4 1 MAIN STREET, HAYDENV ILLE
SECRETARY IS AVAILABLE 9AM TO 12:45PM
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
(413) 263-7237
POLICE CHIEF HOLDS OFFICE HOURS ON MONDAY EVENINGS
BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 6 AND 8PM
REGIONAL SENIOR CENTER-141 MAIN STREET, HAYDENV ILLE
DIRECTOR IS AVAILABLE 9AM TO 2PM
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
(413) 268-3064
REGIONAL SENIOR MEALSITE-141 MAIN STREET, HAYDENV ILLE
SERVES MEALS 12 NOON - MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
DIRECTOR AVAILABLE 9AM TO 1PM
(413) 268-9326
BOARD OF HEALTH AGENT-JOAN BARRY
WEDNESDAY (413) 268-9325
HILLTOWN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT COOPERATIVE, ERIC WEISS, COORDINATOR
(413) 3845
BOARD MEETINGS
APPEALS BOARD AS NECESSARY
ASSESSORS 7:30PM EVERY TUESDAY
BRASSWORKS COMMITTEE 7:30PM SECOND WEDNESDAY
CONSERVATION COMMISSION 7:30PM SECOND THURSDAY
FINANCE COMMITTEE 7:30PM AS POSTED
HEALTH BOARD 7:30PM SECOND&FOURTH WEDNESDAY
PLANNING BOARD 7PM FIRSTSTHIRD MONDAY
RECREATION COMMISSION FIRST MONDAY EACH MONTH
SELECTMEN 7PM EVERY OTHER MONDAY
TRUST FUND COMMISSION 7PM EVERY OTHER TUESDAY
WATER/SEWER COMMISSION 4 7PM SECOND&FOURTH WEDNESDAY
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF APPEALS
There were seven petitions acted on by the Williamsburg Board of
Appeals in 1932 as follows:
5/4/92 Anne O'Brien, 11 Grove Street, Haydenville;
Granted a variance, with stipulations, under Section III,
Paragraph 1-a, to construct a stable less than 15 feet
from a boundary line
6/30/92 Madison Simpson, 4 Main Street, Williamsburg;
Denied a special permit under Section IV, Paragraph 3—g,
to have a roadside stand for the sale of hot dogs and
soft ice cream
3/3/92 Bryan T. Lashway, 39 Main Street, Haydenville;
Granted a special permit under Section IV, Paragraph S-a,
to renovate an existing garage into a fourth dwelling unit
3/11/92 Roger B. Gunn, Williamsburg, Road, Worthington;
Withdrew without prejudice, an application for a variance
under Section IV, Paragraph 2 to locate a storage trailer
on an undersized lot
3/13/92 Lance S. Whitcomb for G&L Service Engineers, 36 North Farms
Road, Haydenville;
Granted a special permit under Section V, Paragraph 3—b, to
operate a heating/air conditioning/refrigeration business
9/15/92 Board of Selectmen of the Town of Williamsburg;
Granted a special permit under Section V, Paragraph 3—b,
to add a second floor to the Haydenville Fire Station
9/23/92 Matthew Ingellis, 2 North Farms Road, Haydenville;
Granted a special p«ermit, with stipulations, under
Section IV, Paragraph 3-i , to use his garage for automobile
repai rs
Respectfully Submitted,
RALMON BLACK, CHAIRMAN
MAR JOR I E DUNPHY, CLERK
DENISE BANISTER
DAVE MATHERS
STEVEN CLARK
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ASSESSORS
Tnf 1 Annrnnr i a+ i nnQi — 1 V*a j. n |_* i |_> i x ci \.* x i is 3 075 0"?4 56
Cherry Sheet Offsets % 4, 075 00
Ovf^r' 1 D*^"f iri ft;w v v_ i x c\ y cr i J. x l - % 952 37
Reserve Deficit $ 503 03
State snd Countv Tsx $ 24
.
327 00
Over 1 ay' $ 45, 000 00
TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE RAISED % 3. 1 4*3
,
OQ
1 96
Estimated State Receipts % 512, 353 00
Estimated Local Receipts % 914 53
Ava i 1 ab I e Funds % 491 . 946 .00
Free Cash % 125, 300 00
TOTAL ESTIMATED RECEIPTS AND AVAILABLE FUNDS % 997, 744 54
TAX RATE % 13.03 PER THOUSAND DOLLARS OF VALUATION
VALUATION RAISED
Personal Property * 23 , 007 00 % 29 , 973 12
Real Estate * 1 ,310,352 50 % 1 , 707 , 389 31
TOTAL % 1 , 333 . 359 59 % 1 , 737 , 367 43
1992 was a revaluation year. The overall property values dropped,
consequently the tax increased to cover the expenses of the budget.
Respectfully Submitted,
HENRY J. WARNER, CHAIRMAN
MARJ0RIE DUNPHY
ROBERT MCQUEST0N
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BRASSWORKS REUSE COMMITTEE
This Committee, made up of one member of the Select-board, Finance
Committee and Planning Board, is charged with overseeing the re—use
of the money repaid to the Town from the Brassworks Associates,
Developers of the Brassworks building, which was originally funded
by the State
.
The Committee meets the second Wednesday of each month, holding
additional meetings as needed. Fifteen sessions were held in fiscal
1992, with response to ten loan inquiries and approval of four loans.
One loan allowed a partner to take over a business, while another
allowed a business to expand its product line. A third allowed new
owners to reopen an establishment which had closed; the fourth loan
was made in partnership with other investors and help save the jobs of
several residents.
The Committee continues to monitor eight- outstanding loans and reports
all payments on these loans ari up to date.
Respe c t f u 1 1 y Subm i tted
,
-JAMES A. DiDONATO, CHAPMAN
LAURENCE FLACCUS
KATHALEEN EMERSON
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR
A total of 101 Building Permits were issued in calendar year 1992
with a value of $ 1,189,457. These permits were issued as follow
6 Single Family Houses $ 530, 200.
6 8 Repairs /Additions /Remodeling $ 560,035.
4 Garages $ 34, 900.
5 Sheds and Barns $ 13, 445.
5 Chimneys/Fireplaces/Wood Stoves $ 12, 550.
1 In ground swimming pool $ 11, 307.
1 Greenhouse $ 12, 500.
4 Handicap Ramps $ 5,150.
3 Construction Trailers $ 70.
2 Fences $ 2, 800.
2 Sugar Houses $ 6, 500.
Having been appointed July 1, 1992 as Building Inspector to
the Town of Williamsburg, I am pleased to submit this report.
New systems of control and record keeping have been established,
with a complete file of every street and individual files for
each building permit issued. Williamsburg is now using a new
application form and a six part Building Permit form. The new
form allows for sign-off signature for each inspector, ie;
Building, Plumbing, Electrical, Heating, Refrigeration and any
other not specified. The purpose of this card is to ensure all
required inspectors have approved the building project before
a certificate of occupancy is issued to the owner.
The six part permit has a complete copy for the Assessor,
the applicant, a field copy and a file copy. The new system
is more efficient and provides all necessary information to
each party, as well as making retrieval of information easier.
The new law effective in November, 1992, requiring contractor's
to be State registered provides security to the homeowner in
the case of poor workmanship and fly-by-night contractor's.
The local building inspector must now be State Certified with
backgrounds and experience necessary to protect both the Town
and the homeowners. I am looking forward to continuous service
to Williamsburg and hope to be of assistance in revising out-
dated sections of the Protective By-Law, as well as enforcement
of violations of the By-Law.
Respectfully submitted,
E. Will Heiser
Building Inspector
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
The Registry of Vital Statistics has requested Town Clerks across the
nation to delete the recording of names and birthdates of children in
an effort to comply with a State law prohibiting the release of
information of children less than 4 years of age. In another effort
to prevent the abuse of using names and social security numbers of the
deceased, the recording of death statistics is also deleted from the
Annual Town Report. Vital statistics recorded in Williamsburg in 1992
were as follows:
- 21 Births
- 1 1 Marriages
- 26 Deaths
Total licenses and stamps issued for the Division of Fisheries and
Wildlife were 355.
Total single dog licenses issued 383
Kennel licenses issued for 67 dogs 12
Respec tf u 1 1 y Subro i tted
,
KATHRYN WARNER
TOWN CLERK
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
1992 ELECTED OFFICIALS TERM EXPIRATION
SELECTMEN
JEFFREY S. CIUFFREDA
JAMES DiDONATO
KATHRYN WARNER
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
EILEEN STEWART
TOWN CLERK
KATHRYN WARNER
TREASURER
WARREN E. WHITE
ASSESSORS
HENRY J. WARNER
ROBERT J. McQUESTON
MARJOR I E DUN PHY
ELECTOR-OLIVER SMITH WILL
DENNIS DUFRE3NE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
MARTHA MORAN
SHERIDA CONE
SALLY GULMI
GORDON F. ALLEN , JR.
ROBERT BUCHELE
REGIONAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE
DEBORAH NISWONGER
GEORGE FLECK
CATHY REID
BOARD OF HEALTH
3 years 1993
3 years 1994
3 years 1995
2 years 1994
1 year 1993
1 year 1993
3 years 1993
3 years 1994
3 years 1995
1 year 1993
3 years 1993
3 years 1994
3 years 1994
3 years 1995
3 years 1995
3 years 1993
3 years 1994
3 years 1995
1993
1994
DONALD LAWTON 3 years
MARION HOAR 3 years
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DONNA GIBSON
CONSTABLES
3 years 1995
TINA J. CROTTY
EDWARD J. CROTTY
3 years
3 years
1993
1995
WATER/ SEWER COMMISSION
HOWARD SANDERSON
DONALD OWENS
WALTER E. KELLOGG
RICHARD L. CHILDS
DAVID HASKELL
III
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
1993
1993
1994
1994
1995
TRUSTEE HAYDENVILLE LIBRARY
DOROTHEA MOSHER
MARION LeBEAU
MELODIE TEWHILL
3 years
3 years
3 years
1993
1994
1995
RECREATION COMMISSION
CINDY FOSTER (.1992.) 3 years
JACK MORSE, JR. (1991.) 3 years
DONALD DEXTRAZE (1992) 3 years
LINDA PIERCE (1992.) 3 years
VACANCY 3 years
1993
1994
1995
1995
1995
MODERATOR
EILEEN STEWART 1 yea r 1993
TRUST FUND COMMISSION
JEFFREY S. CIUFFREDA
HENRY J. WARNER
WILBUR LOOMIS
3
3
3
yea rs
yea rs
yea rs
1993
1994
1995
FINANCE COMMITTEE
CHARLES L. WARNER
WILLIAM SAYRE
VACANCY
VACANCY
WILLIAM YORK, JR.
DENISE BANISTER
CATHY EMERSON
STEPHEN SNOW
WILBUR LOOMIS
3
3
o
3
3
3
3
3
yea r s
yea rs
yea rs
yea rs
yea rs
years
yea rs
yea rs
yea rs
1993
1993
1993
1994
1994
1994
1995
1995
1995
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
1992 APPOINTED OFFICIALS - TERM - EXPIRATION
TOWN ACCOUNTANT
CARL SATTERFIELD 3 years 1994
TOWN COLLECTOR
KATHARINE B. CURTIN 3 years 1995
TOWN SECRETARY(appointed July 1 by Chairman Selectmen;
KATHRYN WARNER 1 year 1993
BUILDING INSPECTOR
BENJAMIN WILLCUTT 1 year 1993 (resigned)
E. WILL HEISER 1 year 1993
PLUMBING INSPECTOR .
BENJAMIN WILLCUTT 1 year 1993 (resigned)
JIM GAGNE 1 year 1993
WIRING INSPECTOR
PAUL LYONS 1 year 1993
GAS INSPECTOR
PAUL HEBERT 1 year 1993
SURVEYOR WOOD/ LUMBER
WARREN E. WHITE 1 year 1993
MEASURER GRAVEL/SOIL AND MANURE
WARREN E. WHITE 1 year 1993
FIELD DRIVER
ROGER S. BISBEE 1 year 1993
DONALD D. LAWTON 1 year 1993
REGISTRAR OF VOTERS
KATHRYN WARNER 1 year 1993
CORA L. WARNER 4 years 1993
JEANNE HEMENWAY 4 years 1996
CINDY FOSTER 4 years 1996
PLANNING BOARD
KEVIN WILSON
JAMES LAWRENCE
CATHERINE SKIBA
LAURENCE FLACCUS
ROBERTA MACLEOD
JOSEPH NICASTRO
JOHN MERRITT
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
1994
1994
1994
1995
1996
1996
1997
HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT
ROGER BISBEE 1 yea r 1993
FIRE CHIEF/FOREST FIRE WARDEN
ROGER BISBEE 1 yea r 1993
FENCE VIEWER
ROGER BISBEE 1 yea r 1993
DIRECTOR CIVIL DEFENSE
ROGER BISBEE 1 year 1993
TREE WARDEN/GYPSY MOTH SUPERINTENDENT
ROGER BISBEE 1 yea r 1993
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
WILBUR LOOMIS
PETER SHUMWAY, JR(ASSOC)
DIANE MERRITT
DAVID HASKELL
ANNE LOUD (ASSOCIATE)
3 years
3 years
2 years
3 years
3 years
1993
1994
1994
1995
1995
BOARD OF APPEALS
RALMON BLACK
DAVID MATHERS (ASSOCIATE)
STEVEN CLARK
DENISE BANISTER( ASSOCIATE
)
MARJORIE DUNPHY
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
1993
1994
1994
1995
1995
COUNCIL ON AGING
KENNETH BEALS
KATHRYN WARNER
THERESA CLARK
EMMA HALL (ASSOCIATE)
ANNE GELBARD (ASSOCIATE)
VACANCY (ASSOCIATE)
ALBERT MOSHER
DOROTHEA MOSHER
3 years
3 years
3 years
1 year
1 yea r
3 years
3 years
3 years
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1994
1994
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JANET NURCZYK 3 years
RICHARD WARREN 3 years
DOROTHY BEEBE 3 years
VACANCY 3 years
POLICE DEPARTMENT
ERNEST A. H ENDRICKS ( CH I EF ) 1 year
ROBERT C. JOYCE (SERGEANT) 1 year
JOHN SVOBODA 1 year
MITCHELL CICHY, JR. 1 year
WARNER C. ROBINSON 1 year
PATRICK ARCHBALD 1 year
WILL GRAHAM 1 year
RAY VANDOLOSKI 1 year
1994
1995
1995
1995
1993
1993
1993
1993 (resigned)
1993
1993
1993
1993
SCHOOL CROSSING GUARD ( appoi n ted by Chief of Police)
PATRICIA CASTERLINE 1 year
DOG CONTROL OFFICER
JOHN SVOBODA 1 year
ANIMAL INSPECTOR (APPOINTED IN MARCH)
DEBRA TURNER
PARKING CLERK
KATHARINE B. CURT IN
HISTORICAL COMMISSION
MARGARET WAGGONER
BETHANY OUIMET
JEANNE HEMENWAY
PVTA REPRESENTATIVE
JEFFREY CIUFFREDA
1 year
1 yea r
3 years
3 years
3 years
1 year
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1994
1995
1993
WHITING STREET FUND (appointed by Moderator)
JEANNE HEMENWAY
A.G. CONE, JR.
PETER CERRETA
1 yea r
1 yea r
1 year
PIONEER VALLEY PLANNING COMMISSION
LAURENCE FLACCUS (ASSOCIATE) 1 year
ROBERTA MACLEOD 1 year
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
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HILLTOWN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT COOPERATIVE
DONNA GIBSON 1 year 1993
VACANCY 1 year 1993
HILLTOWN TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
HELEN KELLOGG 1 year 1993
HAMPSHIRE COUNTY REGIONAL HOUSING AUTHORITY
KENNETH BEALS 1 year 1993
HILLTOWN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE
VACANCY 1 year 1993
BRASSWORKS REUSE COMMITTEE
LAURENCE FLACCUS 1 year 1993
JAMES DiDONATO 1 year 1993
KATHALEEN EMERSON 1 year 1993
ARTS COUNCIL
ANN HAXO (JAN 1991) 2 year Jan 1993
ROCHELLE WILDFONG (DEC 1989) 2 year Dec 1993
( resigned
)
NEIL HAMMER ( JAN 1991) 2 year Jan 1993
RUTH GORH AM ( JAN 1991) 2 year Jan 1993
ROBERT ANDERSON ( JAN 1991) 2 year Jan 1993
TAMARA HAMMER( SEPT 1992) 2 year Sept 1994
VETERANS' AGENT (appointed July 1)
ALFRED G. CONE, JR. 1 year 1993
PROCUREMENT OFFICER
KATHRYN WARNER 1 year 1993
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Minutes of the Annual Town Meeting June 8, 1992.
A quorum being present, the Moderator called the meeting to order
at 7:45PM by Moderator, Eileen Stewart. She acknowledged guests
from the Hampshire Regional High School. These students were doing
community service related to a ninth grade school project.
The Moderator called for Resolutions of Appreciation and Selectmen
Ciuffreda, Warner and DiDonato read Certificates for years of service
of George Childs, Mary Crampton and Lloyd Warriner, respectively.
The moderator called for a motion from the floor, and it was moved
to take up Article 13.
ARTICLE 13. Moved and supported that the Town fix a salary and
compensation of all elected and appointed officers
of the Town for the twelve month period ending
June 30, 1993, as provided in Section 108, Chapter 41,
General Laws as amended, and to raise and appropriate
such sums of money as shall be deemed necessary to
defray the expenses of the period:
GENERAL GOVERNMENT: Line Items 1 through 76 TOTAL $ 121,344.00
MODERATOR
FINANCE COMMITTEE
$ 100. 00
300. 00
TOTAL 400.00
SELECTMEN
SALARIES
EXPENSES
ADVERTISING
TRAINING SEMINARS
PARKING CLERK LABOR
PARKING CLERK EXPENSES
CONSTABLE / SALARY
CONSTABLE/ELECTIONS
4, 500. 00
1, 500. 00
300.00
200. 00
250.00
100. 00
100. 00
200.00
TOTAL $ 7,150.00
ACCOUNTANT
SALARY
EXPENSES
TOTAL
7,320.00
300.00
$ 7,620.00
TREASURER
SALARY
EXPENSES
TAX TITLE
TOTAL
9, 984. 00
3, 400. 00
500. 00
$ 13,884.00
TOWN COLLECTOR
SALARY
EXPENSES
TOTAL
17,005.00
4,615.00
$ 21,620.00
TOWN CLERK
SALARY
EXPENSES
ELECTIONS AND REGISTRATIONS
STREET LISTING
TOTAL
5,980.00
750. 00
2, 024. 00
777. 00
531.00
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ASSESSORS
CUT aDTTC a c n n nu u
j / u u u » n nU U
LABOR 2,500. 00
CAMA( STATE COMPUTING FEE) 900. 00
1UIAL in o c n n nU U
TTT T?r"* rPfrtiD r\T TT7"I?P C M T HPU Ta7TT T 9 c>Z _> . n nu u 9 c:ZD. n nu U
T1 r\ YaTTvT CrPD^fPADV CAT ADV <t
•p
1 "5 1 T)1 J , 1 J Z . n nu u IT 1 I") n nu u
r/\Kl — 1 IIYIIj J. IN 1 IjKIn innjUU . n nu u 7 n n n nu u
iUWiN LUUlNbijL •p "7 nnn/ , u u u . n nu u 7 nnn/ , u u u • n nu u
1UWN Uf r ILL .L AlrrjIN ob 4 , D U U . n nU U / ^ n n4 , DUU. n nu u
1UWIM r>U ILiDllNVjb AWL) GKUULNDb JNUX
14 , UUU. n nU U i/i nnn14, u u u
.
n nu u
blKLhl LiJ.Vjn.lb "7 nnn/ , (J U U . n nU U "7 nnn/ , u u u . n nu u
irLiAJNlN 1JN(j nUAKD z , / _> u . n nu u 9 7*nz , IJi u . n nu u
HISTORICAL COMMISSION $ 372. 00 372. 00
TOTAL $ 49, 079. 00
ApppAT Q RHAPn
•p 9 n n 9 nn u u
TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENT . .$ 121,344. 00
PASSED
VOTED
UNANIMOUS $ 116,728.00 TAXATION
2,508.00 WATER AVAILABLE SURPLUS
2,108.00 SEWER AVAILABLE SURPLUS
$ 121,344.00
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY LINE 79 THROUGH 115 $ 97 , 694. 00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
EXPENSES
SCHOOL CROSSING GUARD
LABOR OFFICERS $ 2 6,004.
SECRETARY $ 9,000.
POLICE CHIEF'S SALARY
$ 16, 190.
1, 700.
35,004.
9, 000.
00
00
00
00
TOTAL $ 61, 894. 00
FIRE DEPARTMENT
SALARIES
LABOR
EXPENSES
$ 2, 250.
5,000.
18,850.
00
00
00
TOTAL $ 26, 100. 00
BUILDING INSPECTOR
SALARY
EXPENSES
$ 5,500.
1, 400.
00
00
TOTAL $ 6, 900. 00
ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR EXPENSE $ 200. 00$ 200. 00
CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR SALARY $ 300. 00$ 300. 00
TREE WARDEN $ 2,300. 00$ 2, 300. 00
TOTAL PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY $ 97, 694. 00
PASSED
VOTED UNANIMOUS $ 97,694.00 TAXATION
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HEALTH AND SANITATION LINE 121 THROUGH 124 $ 116,112.20
HEALTH BOARD
SALARIES $ 2,400.00
SANITATION: HEALTH, LABOR
AND EXPENSES $ 113,712.20
TOTAL $ 116,112.20
PASSED
VOTED UNANIMOUS $ 116,112.20 TAXATION
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT LINE 129 THROUGH 134 $ 174,980.00
LABOR $ 75,965.00
EXPENSES ** $ 78,415.00
GARAGE & EQUIP. MAINTENANCE $ 20,550.00
OUT OF STATE TRAVEL $ 50 . 00
TOTAL $ 174,980. 00
** WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT THIS WILL BE RESTORED IN FISCAL
PASSED
VOTED UNANIMOUS $ 174,980.00 TAXATION
VETERANS BENEFITS LINE 139 THROUGH 142 $ 4 , 000 . 00
VETERANS' AGENT SALARY $ 1,000.00
VETERANS 1 BENEFITS $ 3, 000. 00
TOTAL $ 4,000.00
PASSED
VOTED UNANIMOUS $ 4,000.00 TAXATION
SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES LINE 145 THROUGH 148 $ 1,083,913.00
LOCAL SCHOOL $951,355.00$ 951,355.00
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND
TRANSPORTATION $128,758.00$ 128,758.00
HAYDENVILLE LIBRARY $ 3,800.00$ 3,800.00
TOTAL $1, 083, 913. 00
VOTED UNANIMOUS $ 1,083,913.00 TAXATION
PASSED
RECREATION AND UNCLASSIFIED LINE 154 THROUGH 175 $225,350.00
RECREATION
ATHLETIC FIELDS
LABOR, SUPPLIES, EXPENSES
UNCLASSIFIED
TOWN REPORTS
VETERANS 1 RECOGNITION
INSURANCE ON TOWN BUILDINGS
AND WORKER'S COMPENSATION
HEALTH INSURANCE
COUNCIL ON AGING
TOTAL
$ 3, 100. 00
$ 2, 400. 00$ 5, 500. 00
$ 2, 300 . 00$ 2,300. 00
$ 300 . 00$ 300. 00
$ 53, 100 . 00$ 53, 100. 00
$160, 000 . 00$ 160, 000. 00
$ 4, 150. 00$ 4, 150. 00
$ 225, 350. 00
PASSED
•roTED UNANIMOUS $ 225,350.00 TAXATION
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CEMETERY LINE 192 $ 1, OOP. 00
CEMETERY COMMISSION $ 1,000. 00 $ 1, 000. 00
PASSED
VOTED UNANIMOUS $ 1,000.00 TAXATION
INTEREST $ 14,000.00 $ 14,000.00
PASSED
VOTED UNANIMOUS $ 14,000.00 TAXATION
SOCIAL SECURITY EXPENSE $ 1,820.00 $ 1,820.00
PASSED
VOTED UNANIMOUS $ 1,820.00 TAXATION
ARTICLE 14. Moved and supported that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $ 1,500. for the purpose of purchasing books
and materials for the Haydenville Library and to meet
such appropriation, take $ 300.00 from the Dog Control
Account and $ 1,200. from taxation.
PASSED
UNANIMOUS $ 300.00 Dog Control Account
1200 . 00 Taxation
$1500.00
ARTICLE 15. Moved and supported that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $ 5,000. for the purpose of purchasing books and
materials for the Meekins Library, said books to be purchased
at the discretion of the librarian, and to meet such appro-
priation, take said sum from Free Cash.
PASSED
UNANIMOUS $ 5,000.00 FREE CASH
ARTICLE 16. Moved and supported that the Town vote to accept
Amendment # 8 to the Hampshire Regional School District
Agreement by doing the following:
Capital and operating costs shall be apportioned to the
Member Towns on the basis of their respective pupil
enrollments in the Regional School. Each Member Town's
share for each fiscal year shall be determined by
computing the ratio which that Town's average pupil
enrollment in the Regional District on October 1, of
each of the five years next preceding the year for which
the apportionment is determined bears to the total average
pupil enrollment from all member towns in the Regional
District School for the same five year period. In the
event that enrollment in the Regional District School has
not been accomplished by October 1, of any year, capital
and operating costs shall be apportioned on the basis of
enrollment in grades seven through twelve of pupils
residing in each Member Town and receiving education at
such Town's expense on October 1, of that year.
The moving average shall be computed for fiscal 1994,
on the basis of the most recent two years; for fiscal
1995 on the basis of the most recent three years; for
fiscal 1996 on the basis of the most recent four years;
and for fiscal 1997 and each year thereafter on the
basis of the most recent five years.
PASSED
UNANIMOUS
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ARTICLE 17. Moved and supported that the Town raise and appropriate
$ 34,574.00 to be paid to the Treasurer-Custodian of
the Hampshire County Retirement System to be credited
to the funds thereof, and to meet said sum, take
$ 34,070.80 from Free Cash and $ 503.20 from taxation.
PASSED
UNANIMOUS $ 34,070.80 FREE CASH
5 3.20 TAXATION
ARTICLE 18. Moved and supported that the Town vote to approve the
$ 336,235.00 indebtedness authorized by the School
Committee of the Hampshire Regional School District
on April 6, 1992, for the purpose of reconstruction and
renovation of the High School building, including
architectural services, secured with a ten year bond loan,
PASSED
UNANIMOUS
ARTICLE 19. Moved and supported that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 472,345.00 or any lesser sum
as may be certified prior to the establishment of the
tax rate for fiscal 1993 for the assessments for the
maintenance and operation and debt service charges of
the Hampshire Regional School District for the period
beginning July 1, 1992 and ending June 30, 1993.
Moved and supported to amend the sum to the lesser sum
of $ 453,615.00 and to meet such appropriation, take
$ 453,615.00 from taxation.
PASSED AS AMENDED
UNANIMOUS $ 453,615.00 TAXATION
ARTICLE 20. Moved and supported that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 35,000. for the Reserve Fund
under the jurisdiction of the Finance Committee to
meet unexpected or emergency needs of the Town
Departments, and to take said sum from Free Cash.
PASSED
UNANIMOUS $ 35,000. FREE CASH
ARTICLE 21. Moved and supported to raise and appropriate the sum
of $ 59,500. for the purchase, acquisition and
modification of equipment for the Highway Department
and to meet said appropriation from borrowing.
PASSED
UNANIMOUS $ 5 9,500. BORROWING
ARTICLE 22. Moved and supported to raise and appropriate $ 26,231.47
for the payment of that portionof the loan and interest
due in fiscal 1993 for the installation of a new sewer
main in Williamsburg and Haydenville and take said sum
from taxation.
PASSED
UNANIMOUS $ 26,231.47 TAXATION
ARTICLE 23. Moved and supported to raise and appropriate $ 82,463.
for partial repayment of the loan and interest for
the school reconstruction project and take said sum
from taxation.
PASSED
UNANIMOUS $ 82,463. TAXATION
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ARTICLE 24. Moved and supported the Town vote to raise and
appropriate 5 27,713., including $ 1800. for salaries
for the purpose of operating, maintaining and
constructing the Town sewer system for fiscal year
1993 and take said sum from sewer available surplus.
PASSED
UNANIMOUS $ 2 7,713. SEWER AVAILABLE SURPLUS
ARTICLE 25. Moved and supported the Town vote to raise and
appropriate $ 40,850., including $ 1850. for salaries
for the purpose of operating and maintaining the
Town's water system, including the laying of mains
in the fiscal year 1993 and take said sum from water
available surplus.
PASSED
UNANIMOUS $ 40,850. WATER AVAILABLE SURPLUS
ARTICLE 26. Moved and supported the Town vote to accept Chapter 40
Section 5E of the Massachusetts General Laws as
follows
:
To provide for the anticipated costs of funding
reimbursements to the Commonwealth for unemployment
compensation benefits under the provisions of Chapter
One Hundred and Fifty-One A, any city, town or district
may appropriate in any year an amount not exceeding
one-tenth of one per cent of such city's or town's
equalized valuation as defined in Section One of Chapter
Forty-Four, to establish and maintain a special fund to
be known as the unemployment compensation fund, provided,
however, that no such appropriation may be made at any
time when the aggregate amount in such fund equals or
exceeds one per cent of such equalized valuation. Any
interest shall be added to and become a part of such
special fund.
The Treasurer of the City, Town, or District shall be
the custodian and administrator of such special fund,
and may deposit or invest the fund in such manner as
may be legal for other city, town or district funds
under the laws of the Commonwealth including, without
limitation, the Massachusetts Municipal Depository Trust.
The Treasurer shall pay from such special fund, including
the income thereof, such amounts as the Selectmen or
other officers authorized to expend money determined to
be necessary from time to time to satisfy the liability
of the city, town or district, or any instrumentality
thereof, in accordance with the unemployment security
law of the Commonwealth, and to take said sum from
taxation
.
PASSED
UNANIMOUS $ 2,500.00 TAXATION
ARTICLE 27. Moved and supported the Town vote to raise and appropriate
$ 5,233. to meet Williamsburg's assessment to the Hampshire
Regional School for 1991-1992 teachers' salary deferral
and take said sum from taxation.
PASSED
MAJORITY $ 5,233. TAXATION
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ARTICLE 28. Moved and supported the Town raise and appropriate the
sum of $ 95,423.00 to be used for the construction,
reconstruction or improvements, including surface
treatments and other related work, on public approved
ways approved by the Department of Public Works in
accordance with Section 3(C) of Chapter 33 of the
Acts of 1991, under the provisions of General Laws,
Chapter 90, Section 34, Clause 2(A) and to take said
sum from borrowing.
PASSED
UNANIMOUS $ 95,423.00 BORROWING
ARTICLE 29. Moved and supported the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $ 15,000. for the renovations and addition
to the Haydenville Fire Station, and take $ 5,000.
from Timber Sales and transfer $ 10,000. from the surplus
in the Vocational Education account.
PASSED
UNANIMOUS $ 10,000. Transferred from surplus in
Vocational Education account
$ 5,000. Timber Sales
UPON MOTION DULY MADE AND SECONDED, IT WAS VOTED TO ADJOURN.
ADJOURNMENT AT 9:50 P.M.
A TRUE COPY
ATTEST:
KATHRYN WARNER
TOWN CLERK
Copies to: Division of Local Services
Town Counsel
Selectmen
Town Accountant
Treasurer
Assessors
Hampshire Regional School Committee
Local School Committee
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TOWN OF WILLIAMSBURG
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING MAY 4, 1992
MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL TOWN MEETING WITHIN THE ANNUAL AND THE ANNUAL
TOWN MEETING HELD ON MAY 4, 1992.
The meeting was called to order at 10:00 A.M. in the Anne T. DUNPHY
SCHOOL AND ARTICLE 1 of the Annual Town Meeting was moved and balloting
begun. The meeting was recessed to 7:30 P.M. after motion made to read
the call, first article of the Special Town Meeting, and return to service.
The polls were closed at 7:00 P.M. The following results of the election
were made at 9:45 P.M. by the election officers as listed below:
VOTES CAST 181
VOTES SWORN IN
COUNTY COMMISSIONER - 2 Years
EILEEN STEWART 143 E
Blanks 38 = 181 5/4/92
SELECTMAN - 2 Years
JAMES DiDONATO
Richard Briggs
Donald Harry
Nancy Bair
Blanks
150 E
1
1
1
28 = 181
5/4/92
SELECTMAN - 3 Years
KATHRYN WARNER
Richard Briggs
Henry Warner
Blanks
150 E
2
1
28 = 181
5/4/92
TOWN CLERK - 1 Year
KATHRYN WARNER 156 E 5/4/92
Blanks 25 = 181
TREASURER - 1 Year
WARREN E. WHITE 154 E 5/11/92
Blanks 27 = 181
ASSESSOR - 3 Years
MARJORIE DUNPHY 150 E 5/5/92
Blanks 31 = 181
ELECTOR UNDER WILL OLIVER SMITH - 1 Year
DENNIS DUFRESNE 129 E 5/11/92
Blanks 52 = 181
LOCAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE - 3 Years
ROBERT BUCHELE
GORDON ALLEN
Linda Pierce
Blanks
REGIONAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE - 3 Years
CATHY REID
Blanks
BOARD OF HEALTH - 3 Years
DONNA GIBSON
Blanks
CONSTABLE - 3 Years
EDWARD J. CROTTY
Blanks
129 E 5/5/92
114 E
4
115 = 362
138 E 5/7/92
43 = 181
-746 E 5/11/92
35 = 181
145 E 5/4/92
36 = 181
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VOTES SWORN IN
WATER/SEWER COMMISSIONER - 3 Years
DAVID HASKELL
Donald Turner
Peter Shumway
Roger Bisbee
Blanks
80 E
64
2
1
34 = 181
5/11/92
TRUSTEE HAYDENVILLE LIBRARY 3 Years
MELODIE TEWHILL
Pam McCarthy
Blanks
133 E
1
47 = 181
5/7/92
RECREATION COMMISSION - 3 Years
DONALD DEXTRAZE
LINDA PIERCE
Deirdre Scott
John Breish
Maureen Brown
Bruce Cone
Grayson Pannil
Susan Hoghen
Blanks
144 E
131 E
1
1
1
1
1
1
262 = 543
RECREATION COMMISSION - 1 Year
CINDY FOSTER
Carl Smith
Blanks
131 E
1
49 = 181
5/4/92
MODERATOR - 1 Year
EILEEN STEWART
Blanks
146 E 5/4/92
35 = 181
TRUST FUND COMMISSIONER - 3 Years
WILBUR LOOMIS
Blanks
147 E
34 = 181
FINANCE COMMITTEE - 3 Years
KATHALEEN EMERSON
STEPHEN SNOW
WILBUR LOOMIS
Blanks
139 E
134 E
140 E
130 = 543
5/4/92
FINANCE COMMITTEE - 1 Year
WILLIAM SAYRE
Blanks
130 E 5/7/92
51 = 181
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A quorum being present, the Special Town Meeting within the Annual
Town Meeting was called to order at 7:40 P.M. by Moderator, Eileen
Stewart. The moderator called for a motion from the floor, and it
was moved to take up Article 1.
ARTICLE 1. Moved and supported that the Town vote to appropriate
the 1992 receipts from Dog Licenses, Fees, and Fines
to a Dog Control Account with the provision that any
unexpended funds be transferred to a Revolving Fund
on July 1, 1992.
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 2. Moved and supported that the Town vote to expend
$ 25,000. to be used for the purchase of a copy machine
for the Helen E. James and Anne T. Dunphy Schools, and
for maintenance repairs to both schools, and to take
said sum from the fiscal 1992 Vocational account.
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
VOCATIONAL ACCOUNT - $ 2 5,000.
ARTICLE 3. Moved and supported that the Town vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $ 25.25 to pay the County
for 1990 dog license fees and to take said sum from
dog receipts.
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
DOG RECEIPTS $ 25.25'
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
The Moderator noted that the numbers for the Articles of Annual
Town Meeting should begin with number 1, not # 4, as posted and
called for a motion from the floor, and it was moved to take up
Article 2.
ARTICLE 2. Moved and supported the Board of Selectmen be empower
to choose all necessary minor Town Officers for the
ensuing year.
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 3. Moved and supported the Moderator choose a committee
to expend the income from the Whiting Street Fund.
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 4. Moved and supported the Town empower the Board of
Selectmen, Boards of Water/Sewer Commissioners, Board
of Assessors, Board of Health, Board of Appeals, and
the Trustees of the Haydenville Library to appoint their
own members to Town Departments at such salaries or wage
rates as shall be established by the Board of Selectmen.
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 5. Moved and supported the Town authorize the Chairman of
the Board of Selectmen to appoint a Town Secretary to
serve from July 1, 1992 to June 30, 1993, who shall be
provided with an office, open to the public, in such
place and during such hours as may be judged most
convenient, for a minimum of twenty hours per week, and
whose duties shall be under the direction of the Board
of Selectmen.
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 6. Moved and supported to hear from Superintendent Richard
Dragon
.
Mr. Dragon asked Town Meeting to pass over Article 6
to be returned to a later Town Meetina.
Moved and supported to table Article 6 to a more
convenient time.
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 7. Moved and supported that the Town accept the provisions
of Chapter 59, Section 5, Clause 41C of the General Laws
which pertain to exemptions on real property to persons
who have reached their seventieth birthday.
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 8. Moved and supported the Town establish Revolving Funds
for the Gas Inspector, Plumbing Inspector, Electrical
Inspector, Conservation Commission, Planning Board,
Recreation Commission, Board of Appeals, and Dog Licenses/
Fines/Fees .
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 9. Moved and supported the Town will transfer the balances
fiscal 1992 Revolving Funds (if any) to fiscal 1993
Revolving Funds.
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 10. Moved and supported to adopt the following Resolution
and authorized the Board of Selectmen to send copies to
Governor Weld and State Representatives and State Senator:
BE IT RESOLVED that the Town of Williamsburg calls upon
the legislature to annually appropriate and fully
distribute the legally required 15% of Gas Tax receipts
to cities and towns, for the construction, maintenance,
and policing of local roads.
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 11. Moved and supported the Town instruct the Moderator to
appoint a committee consisting of the Moderator, the
Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, the Town Accountant,
and one member from each precinct, to control such monies
that may be raised and deposited to observe the Two Hundred,
Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Celebration of Williamsburg in
1996: and to authorize such committee to appoint such other
committees as may become necessary to assist in the observance.
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 12. Moved and supported to adopt the following Resolution
and authorized the Board of Selectmen to send copies to
the United States Congress and President Bush:
BE IT RESOLVED that the Town of Williamsburg calls for a
massive shift in Federal budget priorities to respond to
our nation's real security needs in the post-cold war era,
1) By enacting substantial reductions each in military
expenditures for the next five years that decrease the
total military budget by at least fifty percent
(150 billion dollars).
2) By creating jobs through assistance to communities,
employers converting from military to peace time
production, and
By re-investing the money saved to rebuild our economy
and meet human needs: Health care, Education, Housing,
Full employment, Transportation, and restoring and
protecting our environment.
PASSED BY MAJORITY VOTE
Upon motion made and seconded, it was voted to adjourn to June 8, 1992
at 7:30 P.M. at the Anne T. Dunphy School for the purpose of considering
fiscal 1993 monetary articles.
Adjournment at 8:30 P.M.
A TRUE COPY ATTEST:
KATHRYN WARNER
TOWN CLERK
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Copies to: Division of Local Services
Town Counsel
Selectmen
Town Accountant
Treasurer
Assessors
TOWN CAUCUS CERTIFICATE OF NOMINATION
We certify that a caucus of qualified voters of the Town of Williamsburg
was called and held in accordance with the provisions of law relating
thereto, at the Anne T. Dunphy School on the 16th day of March, 1991,
and the following nomination of Candidates for Town Offices were made viz:
The meeting was called to order at 7:40PM by the Town Clerk and a
Secretary was selected - Katharine B. Curtin was nominated; A Chairman
was selected - Eileen Stewart was nominated.
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
SELECTMAN
TOWN CLERK
TREASURER
ASSESSOR
ELECTOR-OLIVER SMITH
LOCAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE
REGIONAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE
BOARD OF HEALTH
CONSTABLE
WATER/ SEWER COMMISSIONER
TRUSTEE /HAYDENVILLE LIBRARY
RECREATION COMMISSION
MODERATOR
TRUST FUND COMMISSIONER
FINANCE COMMITTEE
RECREATION COMMISSION
2 yrs
2 yrs
3 yrs
1 yr
1 yr
3 yrs
1 yr
3 yrs
3 yrs
3 yrs
3 yrs
3 yrs
3 yrs
3 yrs
3 yrs
3 yrs
3 yrs
1 yr
EILEEN STEWART 7 Petticoat Hill Rd
Signed by same
JAMES DiDONATO 6 Laurel Road
Signed by same
KATHRYN WARNER 125 Mountain Street
Signed by same
KATHRYN WARNER 125 Mountain Street
Signed by same
WARREN WHITE 61 South Street
Signed by same
MARJORIE DUNPHY 16 No Main Street
Signed by same
DENNIS DUFRESNE 80, Mountain Street
ROBERT BUCHELE 4 South Street
Signed by same
17 Main Street
DECLINED
57 Main Street
signed by same
110 Nash Hill Road
signed by same
64 Village Hill Road
signed by same
37 South Street
DECLINED
LINDA PIERCE
CATHY RE ID
DONNA GIBSON
EDWARD CROTTY
ROGER BISBEE
MELODIE TEWHILL 18 Fairfield Avenue
signed by same
DONALD DEXTRAZE 13 8A Main Street
signed by same
LINDA PIERCE 17 Main Street
signed by same
NO NOMINATION
EILEEN STEWART
3 yrs WILBUR LOOMIS
3 yrs KATHY EMERSON
3 yrs STEPHEN SNOW
3 yrs WILBUR LOOMIS
1 yr WILLIAM SAYRE
1 yr NO NOMINATION
7 Petticoat Hill Rd
signed by same
32 Mountain Street
signed by same
37 Hyde Hill Rd
36 Old Goshen Rd
32 Mountain Street
51 Conway Road
signed by all the abo*
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We hereby and further certify that a least forty qualified voters
of the Town of Williamsburg participated and voted therein. Due
to the fact that all Of the nominees would be placed on the ballot,
it was voted that the Secretary cast one ballot to certify the
nominees be certified.
We also certify that the caucus voted that in case of death, withdrawal
or in-eligibility of the candidate or candidates so nominated, the
vacancy or vacancies shall be filled as follows:
A committee consisting of the Chairman of the Caucus, the Secretary
of the Caucus and the Board of Selectmen shall fill vacancies.
S/ Eileen Stewart, Presiding Officer of Caucus
S/ Katharine B. Curtin, Secretary of Caucus
S/ Kathryn Warner, Town Clerk of Caucus
NOTARIZED BY:
FILED March 19, 1992 5PM
A TRUE COPY:
ATTEST:
KATHRYN WARNER
TOWN CLERK
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SPECIAL TOWN MEETING MARCH 16, 19 92
MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL TOWN MEETING HELD ON MARCH 16, 1994.
The meeting took place at the Anne T. Dunphy School.
A quorum being present, the Special Town Meeting was called to
order at 8:00 PM by Moderator Eileen Stewart. The Moderator
called for a motion from the floor, and it was moved to take up
Article 2. The Chairman of the Finance Committee stated that the
Committee recommended all the articles.
ARTICLE 2. Moved and supported to appropriate the sum of $ 3,720,000.
for constructing improvements to the Town's water system,
including the development of additional wells, the
construction and equipping of pumping station facilities,
the laying and relaying of water mains and the construction
of a new standpipe and related facilities, and also
including costs incidental and related thereto, that to
raise this appropriation, the Treasurer, with the approval
of the Board of Selectmen, is authorized to borrow a sum
not exceeding $ 3,720,000. under and pursuant to Chapter 44,
Section 8, of the General Laws or any other enabling
authority and to issue bonds or notes of the Town therefor,
that the Water and Sewer Commissioners are authorized to
apply for, accept and expend any Federal, State or other
grants that may be available for the project; provided
that the amount authorized to be borrowed hereunder shall
be reduced by the amount of any such grant received before
the sale of the bonds or notes, and that the Selectmen
are authorized to approve and sign a loan resolution from
the Farmers Home Administration on FmHA Form 422-47 or
other applicable form.
2/3 VOTE REQUIRED
VOTING YES 7
VOTING NO 25
PASSED BY 2/3 VOTE AS REQUIRED
ARTICLE 3. Moved and supported that the Town raise and appropriate
a sum of $ 15,000. for the purpose of operating the Town's
water system in Fiscal 1992 and to take said sum from
water available surplus.
VOTED
-PASSED
UNANIMOUS
WATER AVAILABLE SURPLUS
ARTICLE 4. Moved and supported that the Town raise and appropriate a sum
of $ 248.95 to pay Town Counsel for services rendered
in Fiscal 1991 and to take said sum from the budget line
item surplus in County Retirement Funds.
VOTED -PASSED
UNANIMOUS
COUNTY RETIREMENT BUDGET LINE ITEM F/Y 1992
ARTICLE 5. Moved and supported that the Town raise and appropriate a sum
of $ 10.00 to pay the Williamsburg Historical Society for
services rendered in fiscal 1991 for mowing and to take said
sum from the budget line item surplus in County Retirement
Funds
.
VOTED -PASSED
UNANIMOUS
COUNTY RETIREMENT BUDGET LINE ITEM F/Y 1992
ARTICLE 6. Moved and supported that the Town raise and appropriate a sum
of $ 37.50 to pay the Print Shack for services rendered in
Fiscal 1991 and to take said sum from the budget line item
surplus in County Retirement Funds.
VOTED -PASSED
UNANIMOUS
COUNTY RETIREMENT BUDGET LINE ITEM F/Y 1992
ARTICLE 7. Moved and supported that the Town raise and appropriate a
sum from the budget line item surplus in County Retirement
Funds
VOTED-PASSED-UNANIMOUS
COUNTY RETIREMENT BUDGET LINE ITEM F/Y 1992
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ARTICLE 8. Moved and supported that the Town raise and appropriate
a sum of $ 2,000. to be used for street lighting and to
take said sum from the budget line item surplus in
County Retirement funds.
VOTED-PASSED
UNANIMOUS
COUNTY RETIREMENT BUDGET LINE ITEM F/Y 1992
ARTICLE 9. Moved and supported that the Town raise and appropriate
a sum of $ 27,000. to be used for removal of the Towns
non-sodium vapor street lights and for the purchase and
installation of sodium vapor streetlights, and to take
said sum from timber sales.
VOTED-PASSED
MAJORITY
TIMBER SALES
MOTION was made and supported the meeting be adjourned. Special
Town Meeting adjourned at 9:50 P.M.
A TRUE COPY:
KATHRYN WARNER
TOWN CLERK
COPIES TO: Division of Local Services
Town Counsel
Selectmen
Town Accountant
ATTEST:
Treasurer
Assessors
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TOWN COLLECTOR
The response to the Town's request for voluntary payment of real
estate taxes was once again overwhelming. The total amount received
was * 598 , 309 .17.
It is hoped that by fiscal 1994 the real estate billing will be back
on a normal schedule, with the first half bill mailed out and due by
November 1
, 1993, and the second half mailed out and due May 1 , 1994
The following is a list of monies received in this reporting period:
Appeals Board Fees * 50.00
AppIeTree Cooperative Nursery School Rent * 1850.00
Brassworks Re—use Loan Payments 4 77370.13
Building Application Fees * 5433.80
Continental Cablevision Annual License Fee * 288.00
Conse rva t ion Comm i ss i on Fees $ 137. 50
Electrical Application Fees * 1225.00
Gas Installation Fees * 290.00
Health Board Receipts from the Transfer Station * 26799.75
HRMC Reimbursements to Board of Health for labor * 3344.75
James Taylor Scholarship Fund Loan repayment * 90.00
Mountain Street Cemetery Plot Sales * 600.00
Planning Board Fees * 1240.00
P 1 umb i ng App 1 i c at i on Fees * 969 00
Rec reat i on Comm i ss i on Fees * 4625 . 00
Selectmen's Miscellaneous Receipts $ 2304.23
Timber Sales * 3750.00
TOTAL COLLECT 10NS * 1 30367 . 1 6
The following pages represent my report for Real Estate; Personal
Property,' and Water and Sewer
.
I would like to thank Kathy Warner, Warren White and those who have
given me assistance in helping to make my job a little easier. During
this difficult time for many of our taxpayers, I have found that, for
the most part, an amicable agreement for payments of taxes has proven
itself, and I would like to express my gratitute to those individuals
who have paid in good faith.
Respec tf u 1 1 y Subm i tted
,
KATHARINE B. CURT IN
TOWN COLLECTOR
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COUNCIL ON AGING/REGIONAL SENIOR CENTER
An item of major concern has occupied much of the time and effort of
the Council this past year. Seniors residing in the towns served by
the Center indicated there was a crying need to imp«rove the van
service which was providing transportation from their homes to needed
medical appointments, grocery and other shopping needs. Working in
c on j unc t ion w i th the Hill town Commun i ty Deve 1 opment- Corporal i on , the
Highland Valley Elder Services group, and all of the Councils on Aging
involved, a plan was devised to better meet these needs. Effective
February, 1993, the Center will lease a van from the Franklin Regional
Transportation Authority and operate it to serve all of the hi 11 town
Seniors in our users of the system. The policies and procedures,
together with scheduling, will be overseen by an Advisory Group
composed of representatives of all of the CoAs being served. It will
be a system operated by the users, for the users.
The Council expends much energy in fund raising and searching out
grants to keep the Regional Senior Center functioning. Grants
supporting the Center are as follows:
- Hi 11 town Communities S Development Small Cities Block Grant. .* 4500.
- Hamp«shire County Human Services Department % 1600.
- Highland Valley Elder Services % 3500.
- State Dep«artment of Elder Affairs % 709.
Goshen Council on Aging % 400.
These funds, along with $4150. from the Town of Williamsburg,
constitute the resources of the Regional Senior Center toward its
annual * 17,000. budget. All other monies must be raised to support
the functions of the Center. A food booth at the 3 day Cumrnington Fair
usually nets proceeds of about * 900. This comes with many hours of
volunteers working the booth, selling home baked goods supplied by the
membership. This year, we were only able to solicit enough baked goods
for two of the three days, which meant we took in about- $300 . less
than last year. A Flea Market/Tag Sale was held in addition to the
Fair and the next major project being undertaken is the publishing of
a cookbook. Our efforts to collect recipes only brought in a total of
about 100 for our book. Our few volunteers had to come up with 250
more to fill out our goal.
In order to be eligible to receive Small Cities Block Grant monies,
we must continually provide self-support. It is becoming increasingly
more difficult to find volunteers willing to take on these projects.
The Center serves 1100 persons 60 and over in 7 towns, with 543 of the
1100 being residents of Williamsburg. The Council has been
unsuccessful in recruiting a 9th member to its Board and the pressure
is on with 2, possibly 3 members leaving the Board when their terms
expire in May, 1993. This Board has extended itself beyond reason
volunteering its time and working to maintain the Center. In 1992,
Dorothy Beebe accepted a three year term and we lost Father Yargeau to
his busy schedule.
Director, Hal Wentworth, has exercised his expertise and business
skills achieving tremendous goals benefiting Williamsburg and the
consortium member towns. In 1995, the Council on Aging will celebrate
20 years of service to the task of improving the quality of life for
our Senior Citizens. The Council will continue to strive to provide
programs and services. We cordially invite all Williamsburg and
Haydenville Seniors to join with us and partake of our offerings to
make "life more fun".
Respectfully Submitted,
KATHRYN WARNER, CHAIRMAN 33
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DOG CONTROL OFFICER
In September, 1992, the Board of Selectmen appointed a Dog Control
Officer to enforce the Dog Control By-Law adopted by Town Meeting.
Sixty calls were responded to in the first three months. Many of
these calls came between midnight and daylight- with complaints of
barking dogs disturbing neighbors. It is noted that owners responded
well to restraining their dogs and there are noticeably less dogs
seen about Town.
Homes were found for 5 stray dogs brought to the kennel on Mountain
Street
.
450 of 452 known dogs were licensed in 1992. A total of * 1353.75 was
deposited in the Dog Control Revolving Fund for licenses, plus
* 1,331.00 in late charges and fines. Expenditures totaling $1130.58
in calendar 1992 included:
- Salary of Dog Control Officer * 400.00
- Books for Haydenville Library * 300.00
- Veterinarian services $ 20.00
- Tags and Licenses $ 51.70
- Kennel food and set up cost * 25.14
- Door Hangers for warning $ 37.00
- Crate/Collars/Lead * 98.66
- Dart Projector and darts * 198.08
The balance in the Dog Control Revolving Fund Account December 31st
was $ 1,554.17. It is requested that Town Meeting move the balance of
this account into the next fiscal year and again authorize the use of
a Dog Control Revolving Fund.
Respec t f u 1 1 y Subm i tted
,
JOHN SV0B0DA
DOG CONTROL OFFICER
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FIRE CHIEF
The Williamsburg Fire Department responded to 48 calls during 1392.
Eleven were chimney fires; 7 vehicle accidents; 5 brush or woodland
fires; 4 appliance malfunctions; 3 structure fires; 3 hazardous
material Coi 1 ) spills; 2 vehicle fires; 2 wires down; 1 alarm sounding;
and 10 miscellaneous calls.
The firefighters train on two evenings each month to maintain their
skills. These drills include first aid and CPR training; hazardous
material training; training with air masks at our smoke building;
operation of the fire apparatus; combined evolutions with neighboring
c ommun i t i es
.
Deputy Chief Robert Heald retired from the Fire Department this year.
Bob has been a firefighter since 1969 and Deputy Chief since 1977. We
will miss Bob and his able leadership, attention to details, and
ability to keep the Department on a steady course. Good Luck Bob.
Jeremiah Pelkey was appointed Deputy Chief in the Haydenville Company.
Money has been requested in this year's budget to pay firefighters for
their time at drill nights. Presently, firefighters received a small
salary and hourly pay for time at fires and other emergencies.
As time goes on and we each get older, there is a more pressing need
to have young people join the Fire Dep«artment. They must come with a
commitment to spend the time to learn at drills and schools and a
willingness to serve when available at any time of the day, any day of
the year, with few exceptions.
The plan to replace the flat roof on the Haydenville Fire Station with
a second story and a pitched roof seems doubtful at this time. An
analysis of the existing building showed several inadequacies in the
structure which would make such an addition much more expensive.
Since the station desperately needs some roof repair or a replacement,
a decision must be made of what coarse of action to take.
There is an aggressive effort in our area to establish a regional 911
dispatch service. The State Police are proposing to incorporate a
dispatch center for area communities with tieir dispatch center at no
cost to the communities for the dispatching service. While our
present dispatch arrangement with Amherst Fire Department is an
excellent professional service, the convenience of dialing 911 for all
emergencies in Williamsburg will be welcome.
I wish to thank the firefighters for their dedication to the Town of
Williamsburg and the Fire Department. Their efforts allow the Town to
receive an excellent service for a very reasonable price.
Respe c t f u 1 1 y Subm i t ted
,
ROGER BISBEE, FIRE CHIEF
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FOOTHILLS HEALTH DISTRICT
In 1992 the Foothills Health District stepped up its educational
agenda through the issuances of press releases and sponsorship of
local seminars, as promised. The District has spent this piast year
strengthening its capacity to work more effectively within the
communities. We are developing partnerships with other health
oriented agencies to facilitate and improve local public health
outreach programs and prevention based environmental health
ini tiat i ves
.
The District began its community based partnerships in 1991 . The
Department of Environmental Protection, Franklin County Planners and
various local businesses, including bankers, realtors, oil companies,
etc . produced a model groundwater protection videotape and began to
develop a solid regional net-work fabric. The District continues to
seek and expand these relationships. This year the District has
received a grant from the Kellogg Foundation to create a multi-media
rabies resource center to be utilized by any Massachusetts government-
official or interested citizen. Lorraine Wallace, graduate student- of
public health at the University of Massachusetts, is the intern
responsible for this project. Lorraine will also develop a community
specific rabies response plan for the District member towns.
Non-compliance to Board of Health enforcement orders has increased
this year, encouraging a look at other possible creative options of
enforcement. Within each County in the District there have been
different enforcement issues. In Hampshire County, problems relate
mos1 1 y to non- c omp liance wi th the hous ing c ode . These i ssues have
been addressed effectively through a court sponsored mediation process
with which the District Agent is involved. In Franklin County, water
pollution control violations lead to the majority of court enforcement-
proceedings .
In 1993 the Health Department- will attempt to increase compliance with
respect- to each town's issues. For instance; What-ely and Ashfield
have been awarded a DEP grant- to be administered by County
Commissioners. This grant- is designed to develop and assist in
enforcement- of existing groundwater protection regulations. A
training program designed by courthouse officials will be presented to
enforcement agents to tailor and enhance their options. This
program's goals will include avoiding litigation where possible, and
when not- possible, to achieve case proficiency.
We are confident that the Health Department's activities will improve
public health care delivery for all District- members.
Respectfully submitted,
-JOAN BARRY
HEALTH AGENT
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE GOSHEN AMBULANCE
In 1992 the ambulance answered 178 calls and treated 187 patients; 47
of which required Advanced Life Support (ALS) procedures. We provided
on-scene medical coverage for four events in our Towns.
To meet O.S.H.A. regulations, all Ambulance personnel were offered the
Hepatitis-B vaccine series.
we congratulate four new EMTs : Susan Puza and Scott- Judd of
Chesterfield; Elizabeth Bell of Williamsburg; and Jeff Sheehan of
Goshen. William Benoit of Goshen was certified at the Intermediate
level; several more are awaiting the State exam for that level at this
t i me
.
To continue our commitment to Health care in our communities, four
members of the squad became American Heart Association CPR Instructors
this year. We also still host Continuing Education programs for EMTs
featuring 7 lectures a year by Dr. George Peering of the Emergency
Department at Berkshire Medical Center.
Respectfully Submitted,
FRANCIS S. DRESSER
AMBULANCE SERVICE DIRECTOR
TOWN OF GOSHEN, CHESTERFIELD, AND WILLIAMSBURG
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ANNUAL REPORT OF HAMPSHIRE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
The Hampshire County Human
social service delivery to
including Williamsburg, by
coordination, and capacit-y
Services Department promotes integrated
the residents of Hampshire County,
taking a leadership role in planning,
bui lding
.
The Department serves as a resource, communications, and technical
assistance center. We facilitate community-based planning for local
human services and advocate for the local share of state and federal
funding. An attempt is also made to obtain private funding for
services; we work to identify and fill gaps in service and promote
community leadership" for service planning and development by convening
or joining task forces, networks, and coalitions.
The Department works on many issues affecting the lives of
Williamsburg citizens including the effectiveness and functioning
level of the State Department of Social Services and its foster care
programs, welfare reform, homelessness , basic survival services, the
emergence of managed care, and the closing of state institutions like
Northampton State Hospital and Belchertown State School
.
On behalf of the County, the Department contracted with 32 human
services agencies in amounts totaling * 147,457. About half of that
portion of the budget leveraged or enhanced an additional $180,000.
for services. The county funding reached approximately 80,000
persons. As a part of this, the lives of 1,208 Williamsburg people
were touched by County funding to 22 human service agencies during FY
1992. The services provided by the 22 agencies include: information
and referral; child care resource and referral; elder care; services
for battered woman, survival center goods and services; food for the
hungry; services for parents struggling with issues of parenting;
literacy; companion program matches," t-ransportation ; fuel bank;
services for the ethnically diverse; legal services for elders;
advocacy for children; council on aging services, and counseling.
Last year the Department was tagged to be the Hampshire County
sub-contractor for a 5 year tri—county grant from the federal Office
of Substance Abuse Prevention. The Hampshire program is called
Hampshire Alcohol/Drug Abuse Prevention PartnershipCHADAPP) , and has
helped create and support citizen organizations addressing
alcohol/drug abuse prevention. Under the HADAPP grant, a survey was
taken in FY 1992 in 5 school systems in the county regarding the use
and perceived availability of drugs, alcohol, and cigarettes.
Hampshire Regional High School participated in the survey.
Begun in 1988, the Hampshire Youth 2000 Coalition mobilizes young
people, schools, human services, government, business and the
communi ty—at— large to work together to promote services and
opportunities for youth in the County. The Coalition has ongoing
communication with Hampshire Regional High School.
Respectfully Submitted,
EILEEN STEWART
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HAYDENVILLE LIBRARY
The Trustees of the Haydenville Library submit the following report
for 1992:
- A new lock has been put on the front door
- A beautiful new sign was erected on the side of the
Library, honoring Charles Hayden
- A new sidewalk from the bridge past the Library to the
Haydenville Post Office was constructed by the Highway
Department
- Storm windows were installed on the inside of the building
- Shrubs around the Library were donated and planted by
Carolyn and George White
- Two new rugs were purchased and the children love to sit
on them to read their books
Many new books, fiction and non—fiction, as well as childrens books
were purchased. We are receiving books and videos from the Western
Mass Regional Library.
Children of the Apple Tree Nursery School are visiting the Library on
a regular basis.
The Library is open on Monday from 1 to 3PM: Tuesday from 2 to SPM and
Friday from 2 to SPM.
1992 circulation: ... ISIS books
SO videos
Book s on hand
Gifts
Paperbacks . .
.
3562
ISO
43S
Discards
:
Paperbacks 1 1
Hardcovers 158
Respectfully submitted
DOROTHEA MOSHER, CHAIRMAN/LIBRARIAN
MARION LEBEAU, TRUSTEE
MELODIE TEWHILL, TRUSTEE
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT
During 1992 there were 22 winter storms requiring treatment- to the
roads. Fifteen storms totaled 32 inches accumulation of snow; 3
storms were plowed and sanded and 7 required only sanding. There were
7 rain storms which required sanding, 3 of these needed extensive
sanding. We applied 145 tons of salt and 3500 tons of sand to the
roads during the winter season. These totals are below normal.
This past construction season, the Department worked in conjunction
with the water transmission main project by the City of Northampton on
Mountain and High Streets to eliminate several drainage problems.
Twenty drainage basins and 3300 feet of pipe were installed to
facilitate drainage and 1500 tons of gravel were placed to adjust
several low areas. The drainage pipes are in place on High Street,
however, since the Northampton water main was not installed, there
will be additional work in the summer of 1993 which should provide a
smooth road surface.
The Highway Department employees did three construction projects for
the Water/Sewer Commission. Approximately 300 feet of sewer main was
installed on Depot Road; 200 feet on Village Hill Ave; and about 150
feet of water and sewer mains on Hillenbrand Road, along with drainage.
The road was graveled and a new surface was provided to correct
several deteriorating conditions.
The sidewalk near the Haydenville Library was completed. We thank
the abuttors who cooperated in allowing this sect- ion of sidewalk to be
completed from the South Main Street bridge to the Post Office. There
are many areas in town where sidewalks should be replaced as money and
time permit.
The drainage materials were purchased to work on a sect-ion of
Petticoat Hill Road, but the extent of other construction did not
allow us to start this project. It is a priority in 1993, since this
section of road is subject to erosion and spring-time mud.
Money from the Gas Tax and Transportation Bond Issue appears to be
forthcoming, however it- is never certain from year to year what will
be dispersed and what will be withheld. It will be welcomed if these
funds were distributed on a more certain basis to allow us to continue
upgrading the dirt roads and to start to upgrade the streets in each
village. The streets were left in good condition at the finish of the
sewer system installation about 15 years ago, but have since
deter i orated
.
The work proposed for the water distribution system will give us an
opportunity to improve many local streets and with new water and sewer
systems, should minimize the need to dig after a street is repaired.
The Commonwealth is proposing to upgrade the drainage, road surface,
guard rails, and curbings on route 143 this next construction year.
There has been little movement in the bridge repair program. The -5
bridges which we submitted for funding are being considered along with
all other town's bridges.
The Highway Department continued to perform the usual spring clean-
up; road sealing; brush cutting, etc., which is necessary each year.
I wish to express my appreciation to the Highway Department
employees, Linwood Clark and John Kolosewicz. It is gratifying to
work with people who like to work; enjoy seeing substantial accomp-
li sments; and make going to work fun. I also thank the Board of
Selectmen, Town Citizens, other members of Town Government and the
area's contractors for their support in making the Department function-
Respectfully submitted,
ROGER BISBEE, SUPERINTENDENT
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HILLTOWN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT COOPERATIVE
HRMC is the proud recipient of the Massachusetts Municipal
Association's "Innovation in Government Award" in 1992, and a grant
in the amount of $ 15,000. from the Farmers Home Administration for
the period October 1, 1992 through September 30, 1993. This grant
will allow HRMC to do more outreach, education, address Town issues
and begin the process of working with area businesses.
Since July 1990, the HRMC has been operating a plastic recycling
program at the central site in Williamsburg. # 1 and # 2 plastic jugs
and containers are hauled to the site from the member towns and sorted
and baled in prep«aration for market. This has been very successful
and we look forward to continuing and improving this program.
Household hazardous waste education and collection is now an annual
program. Because of the high cost of holding a household hazardous
waste col lection ($125. per household), the HRMC has developed an
innovative program which will serve to educate the public as to what
is hazardous and the non-toxic alternatives.
Visits have been made directly to the schools, community groups,
transfer stations, Town meetings, and businesses to talk waste
disposal; recycling; and environmental issues. It is believed that-
the more residents know and understand about waste disposal and
recycling, the more likely they are to recycle and dispose of their
waste properly.
The HRMC envisions the next year as a time to improve on what it is
already trying to accomplish. Cooperation bet-ween the eleven member
communities has helped to improve the waste disposal and recycling
situation and helped create some market stability for the long term.
The Towns should be applauded and commended for their efforts and I
look forward to serving the eleven communities over the coming year.
Respe c t f u 1 1 y Subm i tted
,
ERIC WEISS, COORDINATOR
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HISTORICAL COMMISSION
Members of the Commission have been going through the records of
Williamsburg stored in the Town vault at the Meek ins Library,
attempting to organize and improve the conditions of storage of these
irreplaceable papers, ledgers and documents.
New shelving has been put in place, allowing flat storage of these
records in acid free packaging that will deter any further disintegra-
tion. The vault has been cleaned; the floor painted with water proof-
ing, to keep the dampness out; and many records of no historical value
to the Town have been removed to make space for those we are required
to retain for historical and documentary purposes. All records have
been inventoried and carefully filed by dates for easy retrieval.
Contents of the vault include such records as early birth, marriage
and death certificates; assessors ledgers," town meeting minutes; voter
registration ledgers; volumes of Massachusetts General Law and Special
Acts; Board of Health early innoculation data; and other substantial
documents depicting the History of Williamsburg.
Respec t f u 1 1 y Subm i t ted
,
•Jeanne Hemenway
Bethany Ou i me t
Margaret Waggoner
Ccrnm i ss i one r s
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
The Planning Board's main accomplishment in 1932 was a complete
revision of "The Rules and Regulations Governing the Sub-Division of
Land in Williamsburg". Among many other changes and additions, the
new Rules and Regulations expand design standards and create new
construction standards. This was achieved with professional help and
cooperation with the Water/Sewer Commission and the Superintendent
of Highways.
he Board continued work on a Site Plan Approval By—Law and began
discussion of the creation of a Master Plan for Williamsburg. The
first step toward this goal will be to revise and up-date our Open
Space Plan.
During 1992, the Planning Board approved the creation of eight (3) new
building lots and rejected one CI) preliminary sub-division plan.
During the past year, $ 230.00 was deposited into our Revolving Fund
for house numbering, and the same amount was expended. The sum of
$450.00 was collected into the Revolving Fund for sub—division review.
This $ 450.00 plus any accrued interest from both accounts will now
revert to the general fund. The Planning Board appreciates the
convenience of these funds and requests they be put on the warrant for
renewal
.
Deidre Scott resigned from the Board and was replace by Catherine
Skiba in 1992.
Respectfully Submit ted
,
ROBERTA MACLEOD - CHAIRMAN
LAURENCE K . FLACCUS
-JAMES LAWRENCE
JOHN MERRITT
JOSEPH N I CASTRO
CATHERINE SKIBA
KEVIN WILSON
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE WILLIAMSBURG POLICE DEPARTMENT
This year was the busiest year to date for your Police Depart-
ment. We have recorded an increase in calls for service that the
department provides to the community. This last year saw some changes
in the way that calls were handled by the department. All calls are
now timed and recorded on cards, from the time that the call comes into
the dispatch center until an officer responds to the call and then
handles the problem.
The total number of calls handled in this manner were 307. This
system only counts those calls that were handled through the dispatcher
and does not include officer initiated calls. It does give us a way
to judge how many hours may be needed to schedule in the future.
There were 72 arrests made by the Williamsburg Police Department
this year. A break-down follows:
1) Motor vehicle related - 52
2) Crimes against persons (i.e., Restraining Order Violations,
Domestic Assault, Indecent Assault & Battery and Intimidation
of a Witness) - 8
3) Crimes against property (Breaking and Entering and Larceny) - 4
4) Drug possession - 5
5) Warrants (Other departments) - 3
This year marked the start of what we, in the Williamsburg Police
Department, hope is the end of any drug problems that our town might
have had. The town joined the Hampshire County Drug Task Force. What
this means to the town is that we now have help from the County and
State with any drug problems that may arise. Officers will receive
training and support from the County and State to help us fight this
problem.
As the Chief of Police for the Town of Williamsburg, I would like
to take this time to thank the Citizens of Williamsburg for all the
support you have given your police department over the last year.
Respectfully submitted,
Ernest A. Hendricks
Chief of Police
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE RECREATION COMMISSION
The programs that the Recreation Commission was able to provide were
very popular this year and once again we want to thank our volunteers
We appreciate your dedication to our town's children. There are many
more children who would like to be involved and the Recreation
Commission is always willing to sponsor a program if there is
staffing. Please consider coaching, co-coaching, or lending any
assistance you can to our sport program.
Sally Cary was Director of the Summer Program with the assistance of
Amy Bisbee, Carlene Riggot, Kelly Motyl , Melissa Smith and Wendy
Morrow. Eighty-one children were registered in the program and paid a
fee of * 25.00 a week. Besides trips to Look Park, the DAR and
activities at the camp, activities included performances by a mime and
a magician, a drama workshop and a carnival. We would like to thank
the Williamsburg Rotary which donated tee shirts for all the campers
and George Chi Ids for his donations of supplies and novelty items.
At- the end of 1992, there was a balance of * 291 .SO in the Revolving
Fund. $5,765.00 in Summer Program fees was collected. % 6,042.94 was
spent on salaries for the camp director and camp counselors, busing to
and from camp and to Look Park and the DAR, and on some supplies and
arts and craft materials leaving a balance of * 13.26 in the Revolving
Fund
.
Respe c t- f u 1 1 y Subm i tted
,
DON DEXTRAZE
JACK MORSE
LINDA PIERCE
CINDY FOSTER
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
As of this writing, the Educational Reform Bill for
Elementary and Secondary Schools has passed the House of
Representatives and is scheduled to pass the Senate by the end of
February 1993. The progressive reforms embraced by the bill are
long overdue, but in time to respond to the need for higher
academic skills and training as we become competitive - in a global
economy
.
The new bill will provide higher standards and programmatic
innovations for all schools in Massachusetts. A high school
diploma will reflect proficiency in a common core of academic
skills and the ability to succeed in a competitive job market.
System-wide accountability will be stressed so as to insure the
effectiveness and ability of educators and students. The most
signigicant part of the bill will guarantee more equitable and
consistent funding through a "foundation budget" plan.
This new commitment to public education renews Massachusetts
value of children and the educational empowerment will benefit
generations to come.
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HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE REPORT 1 992
During the summer of 1992 the Hampshire Regional building received a new roof. After many
years of patching, the original roof had become insufficient, and all five towns voted to support
the capital expenditure necessary to protect our investment in the entire building.
Under this new roof our program continues with some program additions to more fully meet what
the administration and School Committee feel are our students' needs:
a) Seventh graders are now offered an exploratory language program. After they decide
on French or Spanish, students may take as many as five years of their chosen
language.
b) The team-teaching organization of the seventh grade program has been extended to
the eighth grade by forming three teams to serve both grades. Operating as a middle
school, the seventh and eighth grades respond to the particular developmental needs of
early adolescents.
c) After much community input, our health curriculum has been expanded with a health
course offered to high school students in grade nine.
d) An Independent Study Program has been instituted to allow motivated students to
pursue areas of study not available through the regular program.
We are pleased to be able to report these curricular improvements, and are most grateful to the
faculty and administration for their consistent efforts to serve our students. Unfortunately, the
positive benefits of these developments are counterracted somewhat by larger class sizes
created as the result of staff reductions. Dealing with the many fiscal restraints of these
recessionary times has been increasingly difficult for everyone.
The Hampshire Regional Debate Team hosted the first of what will be an annual debate
tournament at HRHS. More than 200 students from the northeast competed, and were
graciously provided housing by community residents in the five towns.
The Raider's Digest won three firsts, a second, and a third prize in competition with other school
newspapers in New England.
In order to smooth out the effect of changing school population on each town's assessment for
Regional School operational costs, the towns accepted the School Committee's proposal to
amend the Regional Agreement by basing assessments on the average of student enrollment
over a five-year period, implementing this procedure a year at a time.
The Committee accepted with deep regret the resignation of Dr. Grant McGiffin, who has moved
to the position of Superintendent of Schools in Falmouth, Maine. We have benefitted greatly
from his years with us as Assistant Superintendent.
The vacancy has been filled by Dr. William Erickson, whose inclusion on the Administrative
Team was greeted with much enthusiasm by all five of the district's school committees.
Respectfully submitted,
Hampshire Regional School Committee
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HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
The student enrollment figures for the District recorded as of
October 1, 1992 were as follows:
GRADE CHEST GOSH SOUTH WEST WILL TOTAL
7 10 10 64 24 27 135
8 20 7 57 22 16 122
9 12 4 62 14 27 119
10 7 9 41 18 29 104
11 7 5 46 11 9 78
12 10 8 47 16 17 98
HRHS 66 43 317 105 125 656
The following assessment percentages are listed for several years
in order to illustrate the shifting of the student population:
1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94
CHFLD 11.921 12.221 12.214 11.539 10.802 10.429
GOSHEN 6.732 7.004 6.260 6.769 6.769 6.442
S . HAMPTON 46.985 45.604 44.733 44.615 44.615 47.929
W . HAMPTON 15.428 16.393 15.878 15.231 15.231 16.411
WMSBURG 18.934 18.778 20.195 21.846 21.846 18.788
Personnel who left the employ of the District in 1992 include:
Geneva Yelle Teacher
Laurie Bedard Psychol ogist
Grant McGiffin - Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Personnel newly employed during 1992 include
:
Claire Bertrand Teacher
Mary Phelan Health 1/2 time
William G. Erickson Ed.D. - Assistant Superintendent of Schools
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Based upon pupil enrollment data recorded as of each October 1st,
the six (6) cooperating school systems share the costs of
employing a common superintendent of schools and a common central
administrative office and staff. The following statistics show
how the responsibility for these costs has varied over a three
(3) year period:
1991-92 1992-93 1993-94
Chesterfield/
Goshen K-6 13.4 13.4 13.4
Southampton K-6 27 .1 27 .1 26.8
Westhampton K-6 9.3 9.3 9.1
Williamsburg K-6 14.2 14.2 12.8
Hampshire Regional
7-12 36.0 36.0 37.9
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
TREASURER'S REPORT
JULY 1, 1991 THROUGH JUNE 30, 1992
PART I BALANCE SHEET
PART II STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS &
EXPENDITURES
PART III STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS &
DISBURSEMENTS
PART IV STATEMENT OF SURPLUS REVENUE
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IBALANCE SHEET
HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
JUNE 30, 1992
ASSETS LIABILITIES
CASH $289,679.95 BLUE CROSS INSURANCE $5,840.84
ADMINISTRATIVE-PAYROLL $126.08 MED. WEST PLAN $88.16
SOUTHAMPTON DEFERRAL $53,432.00 LIFE INSURANCE $102.82
UESTHAMPTON OEFERRAL $18,241.00 WASHINGTON NAT 'L INS $90.88
WILLIAMSBURG DEFERRAL $26,164.00 KAISER $417.60
PL94-142 $10,922.36 WEST MASS HEALTH $1,868.28
PPO HEALTH $1,389.72
MUTUAL-OMAHA $1,081.60
SURPLUS REVENUE
-E i D $90,887.67
TEMPORARY LOAN $200,000.00
SSAP GRANT 140 $638.32
PROJ IMPACT I 159 $102.09
HPPR PRE SCHOOL 175 $2,526.18
ADDITIONAL ENT ITLE 176 $4,412.10
PROJECT IMPACT III 180 $1,900.06
CAFETERIA $9 452 18
L i D TEXTS $1,069.85
PROF OEVELOPH'T $230.00
ATHLETIC FUND $2,232*96
MAINTENACE FUND $367.00
ACADEMIC FUND $542.95
ENERGY MANAGEMENT FUND $15,205.52
1000 ADMINSTRATION-912 $4,115.24
2000 INSTRUCTI0N-912 $50,528.49
3000 OTHER SERVICES-912 $3,474.88
$398,565.39 $398,565.39
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS & EXPENDITURES
HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1992
BUDGETED EXPENDED ENCUMBERED
JULY 1, 1991 JULY 1, 1991 PAYROLL & BALANCE
ACCOUNT JUNE 30, 1992 JUNE 30, 1992 BILLS JUNE 30, 1992
1000 ADMINISTRATION $133,745.00 $139,594.35 $4,115.24 ($9,964.59)
2000 INSTRUCTION $2,316,383.00 $2,257,135.15 $50,528.49 $8,719.36
3000 OTHER SCHOOL SERVICES $379,277.00 $356,082.53 $3,474.88 $19,719.59
4000 OPERATION OF PLANT $269,552.00 $288,794.78 ($19,242.78)
5000 FIXED CHARGES $504,706.00 $439,159.15 $65,546.85
7000 NEW EQUIPMENT $12,500.00 $45,492.49 ($32,992.49)
9000 PROGRAMS U/OTHER OISTICTS $112,965.00 $117,736.08 ($4,771.08)
$3,729,128.00 $3,643,994.53 $58,118.61 $27,014.86
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STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS i DISBURSEMENTS
HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
YEAR EN0IN6 JUNE 30, 1992
CASH ON HANO JULY 1, 1991 $197,208.86
RECEIPTS:
ASSESSMENT REVENUE:
CHESTERFIELD $265,912.00
GOSHEN $155,989.00
SOUTHAMPTON $974,704.00
UESTHAMPTON $332,752.00
UILLIAMS8UR6 $477,269.00
CAFETERIA REVOLVING FUND:
$2,206,626.00
INTEREST EARNED: $25,209.36
STATE i FEDERAL PAYMENTS
J PRIVATE GRANTS:
CH 70 SCHOOL AID $478,676.00
CH 71 REGIONAL AID $672,707.00
CH 71 TRANSPORTATION REIMBURSE 'MT $225,447.00
CH 76 SPED TRANSP. REIMBURSE .MT $5,415.00
HAMPSHIRE CLASS $23,775.19
PL94-142 $44,676.00
GOVENORS ALLIANCE $7,488.00
PROJECT IMPACT III $1,900.00
ADO 'L ENTITLEMENT $6,223.00
DARE $4,000.00
PRE SCHOOL 4 PARENTS HPP4 $11,247.00
DOE TITLE II $3,115.00
SCHOOL COMPUTERS $11,475.00
$1,496,144.19
LUNCH RECEIPTS $94,430.36
STATE REIMBURSEMENTS $2,108.76
FEDERAL REIMBURSEMENTS $8,422.74
HEALS TAX $226.68
$105,188.54
OTHER REVOLVING FUNDS:
ATHLETIC FUND $18,441.14
ADMIN. REVOLV. FUND $231,395.31
LOST J DAM'G TEXTS $635.00
CUSTODIAL OVERTIME FUND $405.85
ACADEMIC FUND $542.95
SSAP $248.00
PROF DEVELOPMENT $230.00
DEBATING TEAM $450.00
ENERGY MANAGEMENT FUND c n $15,205.52
TEMPORARY LOAN: $400,000.00
EMPLOYEE PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS:
FEDERAL UITHOLDING TAX
STATE UITHOLDING TAX
HAMPSHIRE COUNTY RETIREMENT
MASS TEACHER'S RETIREMENT
ANNUITIES
BLUE CROSS/SHIELD
KAISER
COMMUNITY HEALTH
AETNA INSURANCE
CREDIT UNION DEPOSITS/LOANS
WASHINGTON NAT 'I INS.
UNITED UAY
MTA DUES
MMC TAX
SOCIAL SECURITY
UEST MASS HEALTH PLAN
EMPL LOANS
PPO HEALTH
HEALTH N.E.
MUTUAL-OMAHA
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS:
COPIES/RECORDS
TRANSCRIPTS
PAY TELEPHONE
BUILDING USE
REFUNDS
MISC REC'T
TOTAL RECEIPTS:
TOTAL BALANCE & RECEIPTS:
DISBURSEMENTS:
EMPLOYEE PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS:
FEDERAL UITHOLDING TAX
STATE UITHOLDING
HAMPSHIRE COUNTY RETIREMENT
MASS TEACHER'S RETIREMENT
ANNUITIES
BLUE CROSS/SHIELD
KAISER
COMMUNITY HEALTH
AETNA INSURANCE
CREOIT UNION DEPOSITS/LOANS
UASHINGTON NAT'L INS
UNITED UAY
MTA DUES
MMC TAX
UEST MASS HEALTH PLAN
EMPLOY LOANS
PPO HEALTH
HEALTH N.E.
MUTUAL-OMAHA
$315,451.12
$148,215.16
$35,111.53
$127,019.37
$80,717.66
$65,762.58
$4,500.84
$131.76
$957.00
$14,401.00
$545.08
$568.00
$16,568.50
$8,418.71
$3,665.87
$26,502.42
$1,505.42
$8,676.92
$264.48
$5,609.67
$864,593.09
$384.60
$144.00
$120.14
$175.38
$801.12
$84.97
$1,710.21
$5,367,025.16
$5,564,234.02
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$315,451.12
$148,215.16
$35,111.53
$127,019.37
$80,717.66
$61,454.00
$4,242.84
$208.00
$907.01
$14,401.00
$545.28
$568.00
$16,568.50
$8,418.71
$25,676.66
$3,352.20
$7,939.24
$176.32
$4,528.07
TEMPORARY LOAN PAYMENT: $200,000.00
PAYMENTS FROM GRANTS:
PL94-142
HAMPSHIRE CLASS
SSAP
PROJ IMPACT I
PROJ IMPACT II
SCHOOL COMPUTERS
TITLE II
OARE
ADD'L ENTTITLEMENT
GOV ALLIANCE ORUGS
ADOLESCENT AUTISM
PRE SCHOOLERS J PARENTS HPP
DOE TITLE II
SUMMER MATH
PAYMENTS FROM REV0LVIN6 FUNOS:
CAFETERIA
LOST J DAMAGED TEXTS
ADM REVOLV
DEBATING/RAIDERS DIGEST
HOME EC
ATHLETIC FEES/BOOSTER FUND
$51,112.38
$34,625.24
.$148.09
$762.91
$1,372.10
$11,763.22
$4,797.00
$4,000.00
$1,810.90
$8,196.14
$1,731.96
$22,478.82
$3,115.00
$2,877.80
$148,791.56
$106,867.76
$226.50
$221,976.85
$700.00
$211.90
$17,458.10
HEALS TAX:
$347,441.11
$226.68
0PERATIN6 COSTS:
11000 ADMINISTRATION
12000 INSTRUCTION
13000 OTHER SERVICES
14000 MAINTENANCE
15000 FIXED CHARGES
17000 EQUIPMENT
19000 OTHER SCHOOL SERVICES
tlOOO ADMINISTATION-901
12000 INSTRUCTI0N-901
13000 OTHER SERVICES-901
14000 HAINTENANCE-901
15000 FIXED CHARGES-901
17000 EQUIPHENT-901
$139,594.35
$2,257,135.15
$356,082.53
$288,794.78
$439,159.15
$45,492.49
$117,736.08
$269.99
$43,387.69
$3,280.46
$10,785.36
$20,000.00
$876.00
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS:
$3,722,594.05
$5,274,554.07
CASH ON HAND-JUNE 30, 1992:
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS & CASH-JUNE 30, 1992=
$289,679.95
$5,564,234.02
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IV
STATEMENT OF SURPLUS REVENUE
JULY I, 1991-JUNE 30, 1992
GENERAL FUNO SURPLUS:
SURPLUS REVENUE-EXCESS J DEFICIENCY:
OPENING BALANCE JULY I, 1991 $74,084.66
ENCUMBERED FUNDS ( NOT USED) PRIOR YEARS $5,243.70
TRANSFERRED FROM BUDGET SURPLUS PER BUDGET PLAN. $27,014.86
CLOSING ESTIMATED RECEIPTS-TRANSPORTATION SHORTFALL ($15,455.55)
CLOSING BALANCE JUNE 30, 1991 $90,887.67
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
BUDGET PLAN 1992/93
BEGINNING BALANCE $90,387.67
USE $ 39,000 TO OFFSET REDUCTION IN ASSESSMENTS. ($39,000.00)
FORECASTED E 4 D BALANCE $51,887.67
JAMES R FREEBOURN, TREASURER
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1992-93
CHESTERFIELD
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Student enrollment figures recorded as of October 1 for each of
the last three years are as follows:
1990 1991 1992
Preschool 3 4 5
Kindergarten 22 10 13
Grade 1 25 21 8
Grade 2 24 23 20
Grade 3 18 24 20
Grade 4 21 19 23
Grade 5 11 21 16
Grade 6 18 14 21
Davenport School 142 136 125
Smith Vocational School 14 11 + 1 11
Total - Chfld School Comm. 156 147 + 1 137
Total - HR School Comm. 73 + 2 69 + 1 66
Total - Public Schools 229 + 2 216 + 2 203
Personnel who left the employ of the District in 1992 include:
Georgene Carmany - Principal
Margaret Halbeisen - Teacher
Martha Ritz - Teacher
Personnel newly employed during 1992 include:
Gilda Burnett - Teacher
Julie Webster - Teacher
Patricia Formant - Art 40%
William MacManus - Principal
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1992-93
GOSHEN
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Student enrollment figures recorded as of October 1 for each of
the last three years are as follows:
1990 1991 1992
Preschool 1 2 3
Kindergarten 15 14 10
Grade 1 10 14 14
Grade 2 13 11 15
Grade 3 10 14 12
Grade 4 16 7 15
Grade 5 10 14 7
Grade 6 6 8 15
Goshen Center School 81 84 93
Smith Vocational School 9 10 7
Regional School 44 41 43
Total in Public Schools 134 135 143
Personnel who left the employ of the District in 1992 include:
Georgene Carmany - Principal
Deborah Boehner - Teacher
Personnel newly employed during 1992 include:
Deane Bates - Teacher
Patricia Formant - Art 40%
Wil liam MacManus - Principal
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CHESTERFIELD/GOSHEN
REGIONAL SCHOOL
TREASURER'S REPORT
JULY 1, 1991 THROUGH JUNE 30, 1992
PART I BALANCE SHEET
PART II STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS &
EXPENDITURES
PART III STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS &
DISBURSEMENTS
PART IV STATEMENT OF SURPLUS REVENUE
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IBALANCE SHEET
CHESTERFIELD/GOSHEN REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
JUNE 30, 1992
ASSETS LIABILITIES
CASH $60,290.07 8LUE CROSS INSURANCE $1,212.56
GOSHEN CAFETERIA $876.26 KAISER $486.66
CHESTERFIELD MAINTENANCE $1,244.01 LIFE INSURANCE $13.04
60SHEN MAINTENANCE $275.61 WEST MASS HEALTH $987.44
SCHOOL 6LDG COMMITTEE $208.03 MUTUAL -OMAHA $224.22
SURPLUS REVENUE
-E & D $16,037.73
CHESTERFIELD CAFETERIA $2,141.65
S.O.S. FUND $3,788.80
2000 INSTRUCTION-912 $34,324.32
3000 OTHER SERVICES-912 $2,426.76
CHAPTER I $1,250.80
$62,893.98 $62,893.98
II
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS J EXPENDITURES
CHESTERFIELD/GOSHEN REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1992
BUDGETED EXPENDED ENCUMBERED
JULY I, 1991 JULY I, 1991 PAYROLL & 8ALANCE
ACCOUNT JUNE 30, 1992 JUNE 30, 1992 BILLS JUNE 30, 1992
1000 ADMINISTRATION $50,662.00 $43,060.34 $7,601.66
2000 INSTRUCTION $498,238.00 $472,960.22 $34,324.32 ($9,046.54)
3000 OTHER SCHOOL SERVICES $92,485.00 $89,577.07 $2,426.76 $481.17
5000 FIXED CHARGES $69,426.00 $51,550.24 $17,875.76
7000 NEW EQUIPMENT $1,500.00 $121.80 $1,378.20
9000 PROGRAMS y/OTHER DISTICTS $10,160.00 $17,758.27 ($7,598.27)
$722,471.00 $675,027.94 $36,751.08 $10,691.98
4000 CHESTERFIELD MAINTENANCE $36,000.00 $35,927.67 $72.33
4000 60SHEN MAINTENANCE $29,497.00 $27,039.89 $2,457.11
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Ill
STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS & DISBURSEMENTS
CHESTERFIELD/GOSHEN REGIONAL SCHOOL OISTRICT
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1992
CASH ON HAND JULY 1, 1991 $54,475.14
RECEIPTS:
ASSESSMENT REVENUE:
CHESTERFIELD $278,540.00
GOSHEN $165,851.00
BUDGET FUNDS:
$444,391.00
INTEREST EARNED: $5,316.53
STATE J FEDERAL PAYMENTS
J PRIVATE GRANTS:
CH 70 SCHOOL AID $89,913.00
CH 71 REGIONAL AID $122,770.00
CH 71 TRANSPORTATION REIMBURSE 'MT $54,405.00
CH 71 SPED TRANSP. REIM8URSE 'MT $3,441.00
CHAPTER I $15,025.00
HOME/SCHOOL SOCIAL $1,650.00
$287,204.00
CAFETERIA REVOLVING FUNO:
LUNCH RECEIPTS $27,424.69
$27,424.69
OTHER REVOLVING FUNDS:
S.O.S. FUNDS $590.00
SCHOOL BLDG COMM. $10,568.00
$11,158.00
CHESTERFIELD MAINTENANCE $38,093.13
GOSHEN MAINTENANCE $31,511.13
$69,604.26
TEMPORARY LOAN: $100,000.00
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EMPLOYEE PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS:
FEDERAL UITHOLOING TAX
STATE UITHOLOING TAX
HAMPSHIRE COUNTY RETIREMENT
MASS TEACHER'S RETIREMENT
ANNUITIES
8LUE CROSS/SHIELD
KAISER
INSURANCE
UNITED WAY
HTA DUES
MMC TAX
WEST MASS HEALTH PLAN
LOAN
SOCIAL SECURITY
MUTUAL-OMAHA
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS:
REFUNDS/RETURNED CHECKS
$55,548.26
$28,283.75
$6,132.45
$26,179.37
$10,058.00
$7,461.06
$8,484.55
$127.82
$272.00
$2,125.20
$3,829.36
$10,728.48
$105.90
$2,670.83
$2,034.10
$164,041.13
$537.87
TOTAL RECEIPTS:
$537.87
$1,109,677.48
TOTAL BALANCE S RECEIPTS: $1,164,152.62
DISBURSEMENTS:
EMPLOYEE PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS:
FEDERAL UITHOLOING TAX
STATE UITHOLOING
HAMPSHIRE COUNTY RETIREMENT
MASS TEACHER'S RETIREMENT
ANNUITIES
BLUE CROSS/SHIELD
KAISER
INSURANCE
UNITED HAY
MTA DUES
MMC TAX
UEST MASS HEALTH PLAN
LOAN
SOCIAL SECURITY
MUTUAL-OMAHA
$55,548.26
$28,283.75
$6,132.45
$26,179.37
$10,058.00
$6,519.84
$8,143.35
$128.48
$272.00
$2,125.20
$3,829.36
$10,709.04
$105.90
$2,670.83
$1,809.88
$162,515.71
TEMPORARY LOAN PAYMENT: $100,000.00
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PAYMENTS FROM GRANTS:
S.I.C.
HOME/SCHOOL SOCIAL
CHAPTER I
PAYMENTS FROM REVOLVING FUNOS:
CAFETERIA
SCHOOL BLD6 COMH
SOS FUNO
PAYMENT FROM E. J 0. ACCOUNT:
TRANSPORTATION RE-IM8. TO TOWNS
$349.20
$1,650.00
$13,774.00
$26,964.74
$10,776.03
$2,649.85
$15,773.20
$40,390.62
$7,357.00
OPERATING COSTS:
S1000 ADMINISTRATION
12000 INSTRUCTION
13000 OTHER SERVICES
14000 MAINTENANCE
S5000 FIXED CHARGES
17000 NEW EQUIPMENT
19000 OTHER SCHOOL SERVICES
$43,060.34
$511,607.50
$90,760.31
$62,967.56
$51,550.24
$121.80
$17,758.27
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS:
$777,826.02
$1,103,862.55
CASH ON HAND-JUNE 30, 1992
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS i CASH-JUNE 30, 1992=
IV
STATEMENT OF SURPLUS REVENUE
JULY 1, 1991-JUNE 30, 1992
GENERAL FUND SURPLUS:
SURPLUS REVENUE-EXCESS & DEFICIENCY:
OPENING BALANCE JULY 1, 1991
LESS TRANSFERRED TO TOWNS-TRANSPORTATION RE-IM8.
TRANSFERRED FROM ANTICIPATED RECEIPTS-SHORFALL TRANSP. REC'TS
PLUS TRANSFERRED FROM BUDGET SURPLUS
CLOSING BALANCE JUNE 30, 1992
$60,290.07
$1,164,152.62
$14,021.21
($7,357.00)
($1,696.60)
$11,070.12
$16,037.73
JAMES R FREEBOURN, TREASURER
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1992-93
SOUTHAMPTON
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Student enrollment figures recorded as of October 1 for each
the last three years are as follows:
1990 1991 1992
Preschool 5 5
Kindergarten 60 50 51
Grade 1 65 61 55
Grade 2 64 66 58
Grade 3 65 67 67
Grade 4 71 68 65
Grade o 62 71 DO
Grade o 57 61
TOTAL FOR SOUTHAMPTON SCHOOLS 444 449 All437
omjLuO vocational ocnoo
i
39 34 32
Dean Vocational School 2 3 + 1 2
Westfield Vocational School 4 1
Sub Total Vocational 45 38 + 1 34
Total under Southampton Sch. Comm. 489 487 + 1 471
Total under H.R. Sch. Comm. 290 307 + 1 317
Total in Public School 779 794 + 2 788
Personnel who left the employ of the District in 1992 include
Margaret Regan - Principal
Amy Goodhind - Teacher
Personnel newly employed during 1992 include:
Rosetta Grimm - Principal
Anne Marie O'Reilly - Teacher
Katherine Fleming - Teacher
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SOUTHAMPTON
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
JULY 1, 1991 - JUNE 30, 1992
Appropriations $1,331,548 fin
Reduced October 8, 1991 / y , o y o .00
Adjusted Appropriations $ 1,251,655 . uu
90-91 Encumbered Payroll AO £048 , 657 .64
C\ f*\ Q 1 C V*. s-* 1 MVh ^-v v* O i 1 1 my u y i hncumDe r ea siiis 8,771 . / U
"School Use Fund" 1.383 .64 1,310,467 .98
Expended Appropriations $ 1,210,406 .70
Expended 90-91 Encumbrances - Payroll 48,657 .64
Expended 90-91 Encumbrances - Bills o , / /
1
.70
cxpenaea ocnooi use runa 1,383 a a. On
91-92 Encumbrances 41,248 .30 1,310,467 . 98
Balance
E.E.O.G.
Receipts C 1 A O A .00
CiXpenai cures 63,480
—
. u u
VOCATIONAL
Tuition Appropriation $ 241,492 .00
Expenditures 208,154 .44
Balance $ 33,337 .56
Transportation Appropriations $ 36,900 .00
Expenditures 35,084 .00
Balance $ 1,816 .00
EXPENDITURES
ADMINISTRATION
Professional Salaries $ 45,245 .98
Clerical Salaries 24,606 .91
Insurance 1,725 .02
HEC 2,007 .00
School Committee Expense 907 .74 $ 74,492 .65
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SPECIAL EDUCATION
Professional Salaries
Clerical Salaries
Teachers Salaries
Aides
Evaluations
Supplies
Tuition
Transportation
Other Expense
14,391.26
5,113.42
106,634.51
24,535.26
7,567.96
25.00
82,894.01
12,820.00
250 .00 $ 254,231.42
INSTRUCTIONAL
Salaries
Classroom Supplies
Textbooks
$ 682,545.44
3,207 .85
2 .441.56 $ 688,194.85
OTHER EXPENSE
Transportation
Other Expense
$ 101,854.80
471.45 $ 102,326.25
HEALTH SERVICES
Salaries
Other Expenses
2,890.71
307 .16 $ 3,197 .87
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE
Salaries
Supplies
Fuel & Bottled Gas
Utilities
Maintenance
Maintenance to Equipment
37,058.55
2,263.87
18,156.96
27,075.22
6,843.93
3,245. 66 $ 94,644.19
$1,217,087.23
Encumberances 91-92 Payroll 41,248.30
$1,258,335.53
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1992-93
WESTHAMPTON
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
1990 1991X J J X 1992X J J X
1X a 12X x
Kindergarten 24 24 21
w L GlUw X 17X / 25X —
'
23
Grade 2 23 19 26
Grade 3 18 22 17
Grade 4 16 18 22
Grade 5 19 17 20
Grade 6 19 21 15
TOTAL FOR WESTHAMPTON SCHOOLS 137 154 156
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS 17 13 + 1 12
TOTAL WESTHAMPTON SCHOOL COMM 154 167 + 1 168
TOTAL HAMP REG SCH COMM 99 109 105
TOTAL PUBLIC SCHOOLS 253 276 273
Personnel who left the employ of the District in 1992 include:
NONE
Personnel newly employed during 1992 include:
NONE
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WESTHAMPTON
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
July 1, 1991 - June 30, 1992
Elementary Appropriations $457,000.00
90- 91 Encumbrances 1,347.64
Transferred 9/30/91 Special Town Meeting 5 , 000 . 00
$463,347 . 64
Expended Elementary Appropriations $453,751.92
Expended 90-91 Encumbrances 1,347.64
91- 92 Encumbrances 5 .567 . 88
Balance $460 , 667 . 44
2, 680 . 20
Chapter I
Open balance 542.33
Receipts 6,846.00
7,388.33
Expenditures 7.692.21
Bal ance - 303.88
Preschool 23,411.90
Expenditures 20,602.72
Closing balance 2,809.18
Tuition Revolving
Receipts 15,839.10
Expenditures 15 . 839
. 10
Vocational Tuition Appropriation
Expended Tuition
Balance Vocational Tuition
Vocational Transportation Appropriation
Expended Transportation
Balance Vocational Transportation
$ 85,770.00
75,822.55
$ 9,947.45
7,227.00
7 ,227 .00
EXPENDITURES
ADMINISTRATION
Professional Salaries
Clerical Salaries
Insurance
HEC
School Committee Expense
$14,210.82
7,724.56
525.40
612.00
4.076.37 $ 27,149.15
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SPECIAL EDUCATION
Professional Salaries
Clerical Salaries
Teacher's Salaries
Aide Salaries
Classroom Supplies
Evaluations
Transportation
Tuition
Other Expense
4,520.10
1,606.02
47,560.48
4,417.82
366.41
9,083.40
4,278.00
7,989.00
192.48 $ 80,013.71
INSTRUCTION
Salaries
Classroom Supplies
Textbooks
AV Aids
Health Services
Transportation
Cafeteria
Other Expense
269,613.53
5,338.41
2,202.55
OTHER EXPENSES
251.39
2,138.74
31,975.72
7,722.09
722.04
$277,154.49
$ 42,809.98
MAINTENANCE
Salaries
Suppl ies
Fuel
Utilities
Maintenance
8,054.46
1,598.07
4,860.03
9,067.07
3,044.96 $ 26,624.59
91-92 Encumbrances
Total Elementary Expenditures
$453,751.92
5,567.88
$459,319.80
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1992-93
WILLIAMSBURG
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
1990 1991 1992
Preschool 12 11 13
Kindergarten 2. y O 12. 1
Grade 1 33 30 35
Grade 2 30 33 28
Grade 3 23 27 29
Grade 4 36 22 26
Grade 5 33 40 22
Grade 6 19 32 36
TOTAL PUBLIC SCHOOLS 215 229 216
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS 17 23 + 3 18
TOTAL WESTHAMPTON SCHOOL COMM 232 252 + 3 234
TOTAL HAMP REG SCH COMM 140 + 2 118 + 2 125
PUPILS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 372 + 2 370 + 5 359
Personnel who left the employ of the District in 1992 include
Adele Barkowski - Teacher
Deborah Charren - Teacher
Personnel newly employed during 1992 include:
Patricia Maynard - Teacher
Nancy Mahoney - Teacher
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE WILLIAMSBURG SCHOOL COMMITTEE
The School Committee reorganized following the May Town
Meeting with Martha Moran serving as chairwoman. The
committee acknowledged the resignation of George Childs and
commended his years of service on the committee. A reception
was held in his honor in November.
The School Committee developed goals and objectives for the
1992-93 school year. These goals include maintaining open
communication with the community; supporting activities that
align the curriculum with the 21st century and providing
facilities, equipment and finances that support the
educational program. A very important part of our goals was
the development and support of a Future's Committee. Members
of the Committee include school committee members, teachers,
parents, community members and the principal. A survey was
developed and sent to all households. Focus groups will be
formed to investigate a variety of educational issues.
Major issues facing the Committee continue to be budget
concerns, erosion of state aid, physical maintenance of the
schools, increased SPED costs and responding to changing
student needs.
Respectfully submitted;
Martha B. Moran
Gordan Allen
Robert Buchele
Sherri Cone
Sally Gulmi
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APPENDIX A
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TOWN ACCOUNTANT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
Town of Williamsburg
Massachusetts
Gen 1 1 emen /Gen 1 1 ewomen
:
I submit herewith the final report of the twelve month fiscal period
from July I, 1991, to June 30, 1992. You will find attached a statement of
the receipts and expenditures for this period together with the balance sheet
and debt statement.
1 would like to thank those who gave me their assistance, cooperation, and
patience during this period.
Respectfully submitted,
Carl W. Satterfield, Jr.
Town Accountant
APPENDIX A
TOWN OF WILLIAMSBURG
Suaaary of Receipts and Payaents for Fiscal Period July t, 1991 -June 30, 1992
Cash on Hand, July 1, 1991
6eneral Cash $ 165203.29
Plus Receipts for Fiscal 1992
General Cash Receipts $ 5729889.17
Cash Adjustment to General Cash 18684.72 + 5748573.89
5913777.18
Less Payaents for Fiscal 1992
General Cash Payaents - 4945719.10
968058.08
Cash on Hand, June 30, 1992
General Cash $ 968058.08
APPENDIX A
RECONCILIATION OF TREASURER'S CASH
As required by Massachusetts General Law, Chapter 41-Section 50, I have examined
the cash book, checkbooks, and savings books of the Town Treasurer and have cospared
the balances with those in the general ledger cash account. The cash contained on
June 30, 1992, was proved by reconciliation of the bank balances with statements
of the banks of deposit, by inspection of the savings account books, and by count of
the cash in the office.
Carl U. Satterfield, Jr.
Town Accountant
COUNT OF TREASURER'S CASH
Interest Bearing Checking Accounts
Fleet Bank (ft 007267-1029) $ 66,811.99
Heritage Bank (ft 11-74-77) 40,522.46
United Savings Bank (ft 946505200) 33,045.19
Florence Savings Bank (#01-23-0000666971 ) 90.40
Easthampton Savings Bank ( §01 -20-0000080462 ) 20,702.80
Liquid Investments
Bay Bank (#510-435-1) $ 19,525.10
Florence Savings Bank (#01-35-0000019301) 31,751.42
State Street Bank & Trust (19418-017-1) 622,259.94
United Savings Bank (#336732900) 66,753.75
Mass. Nun. Dep. Trust (#0011-00044011252) 66,595.03
161,172.84
806,885.24
Total Treasurer's Cash $ 968,058.08
Balance as per General Ledger Cash Account i 968,058.08
APPENDIX A
RECEIPTS-FISCAL 1992
Taxes
Previous Years
Real Estate
Personal Property
Tax Title
Chpt. 61B Roll-Back Tax
Chpt. 61B Roll-Back Tax Int.
Voluntary Tax Payments
Licenses k Permits
Liquor
Beer & Wine
Late Closings
Used 4 Junk Car
Automatic Music
Sunday Sales
Flea Market
Copies
Auctioneer
Craft Fair
Firearms Sales
Automatic Amusement
Cable TV
Common Victualler
Tag Sales
Raffle & Bazaar
Fines
Court
Reg. of HV Refunds
Grants 4 Gifts-Federal
Title I-Schools
Grants & Gifts-State
Lottery
Schools-Preschool-Ch. 188
School Transportation-Chpt. 70
School Transportation-Chpt. 71
Highway Fund
Highways Const. -Chpt. 140
Highway Reconstruction
Loss of Taxes-Elderly
Veterans' Benefits Refund
Library Aid
Schools-Building Assistance
784,702.51
25,038.47
5,592.31
305.90
39.42
577,738.16
1,393,416.77
2,285.00
8,745.00
1,210.00
900.00
690.00
50.00
75.00
123.10
45.00
20.00
100.00
240.00
288.00
210.00
425.00
30.00
15,436.10
23,275.00
12,547.50
35,822.50
14,175.00
14,175.00
116,399.00
25,229.00
198,190.00
26,290.00
35,881.00
206.11
53,486.85
15,054.00
4,336.13
2,880.79
82,270.00
Loss of Taxes-Blind 88.00
Loss of Taxes-Veterans 2,068.00
DEQE Land Purchase Grant 270,000.00
Arts Lottery Grant 1,978.00
Extended Polling Hours 1,164.00
Grants & Gifts-Hampshire County
Council on Aging Grant 5,825.00
General Government
Rent 4,050.00
Copies 147.41
Parking Tickets 140.00
Office Repairs 38.01
Application Fees 25.00
Reporting Elect. Results 30.00
Timber Sales 3,750.00
Misc . Office Sales 100.20
Conservation Commission 137.50
Car Sale 200.00
Protection of Persons 4 Property
Building Inspector 5,584.80
Gun Registrations 80.00
Work Permits 170.00
Photo ID Cards 232.00
Pistol Permits 360.00
Police Reports 140.00
Public Health
Dump Stickers & Coupons 25,203.75
Food Service Inspections 425.00
HRMC Labor Reimbursement 4,844.25
Septic Tank Inspections 725.00
Perc Tests 1,060.00
Health Agent Inspect. Fees 1,605.00
835,520.88
5,825.00
Grants & Gifts-Other Sources
Haydenville Library Gift 10.00
Privileges
Current Motor Vehicle Excise 78,191.76
Previous Motor Vehicle Excise 40,792.36
Previous Farm Animal Excise 642.50
119,626.62
8,618.12
6,566.80
33,863.00
School Department
Custodian 59.95
Tuition 27,341.00
27,400.95
School Cafeteria
Local Receipts
State & Federal Receipts
Petty Cash Refund
Hater Department
Water Rates
Mater Rates Interest
Hater Miscellaneous
Hater Liens
Hater Liens Interest
SeNer Department
Sewer Rates
Sewer Betterments
Lump Sub Betterments
Sewer Betterment Interest
Sewer Rates Interest
Stub/Connection Charges
Application Fees
Sewer Liens
Sewer Liens Interest
Interest
Treasurer's Deposits
Collector's Interest
Indebtedness
Aniticpation of Taxes
School Loan Refunding
Sewer Loan Refunding
Agency, Investment !t Trust
Federal Hithholding Taxes
State Withholding Taxes
Teachers' Retirement
Medical Insurance
County Retirement
Teachers' Annuities
Hospitalization Tax
MTA-NEA Dues
Teachers' Insurance
Life Insurance
Security Taxes
Highways Grants Interest
Police Department Revolving Fund
20,235.98
8,483.69
.14
28,719.81
49,522.15
754.20
434.45
614.87
62.60
51,388.27
30,548.32
2,838.80
2,013.00
1,457.52
482.29
19,265.00
50.00
605.64
57.13
57,317.70
34,630.56
5,300.44
39,931.00
2,000,000.00
608,100.98
107,500.00
2,715,600.98
117,651.86
45,627.02
39,730.32
54,048.00
19,708.66
12,655.00
5,554.20
3,916.20
2,142.59
203.58
1,645.46
2,284.19
4,452.10
Elect. Inspect. Revolving Fund 2,890.00
Pluab. Inspect. Revolving Fund 969.00
Gas Inspect. Revolving Fund 540.00
Planning Bd. Revolving Fund 1,240.00
Appeals Bd. Revolving Fund 25.00
Recreation Dept. Revolving Fund 9,711.00
Collector's Costs & Fees 5,617.00
Deputy Collector's Fees 1,621.70
Hass. Fish/Game Receipts 2,489.25
Dog Licenses for County 1,158.98
Arts Lottery Interest 18.03
Heals Tax 12.57
Refunds Received
Selectien-Advertising 115.86
Accountant-Salary 320.00
Fire Dept. -Expenses 31.03
Treasurer-Expenses 880.19
Town Counsel 35.00
Town Office 25.69
335,911.71
1,407.77
Hiscel laneous Receipts
Light Rebate 155.00
Insurance Dividend 1,374.00
Fire Dept. Insurance Claim 1,496.15
Recording & Filing Fees 24.00
Advertising Reimbursement 20.00
Town Off. Petty Cash Refund 6.04
Bad Check Fees 255.00
Cash Adjust. Res. for Audit 18,684.72
22,014.91
TOTAL RECEIPTS 5,748,573.89
APPENDIX A
PAYMENTS-FISCAL 1992
GENERAL GOVERNMENT:
Moderator
Finance Committee
Dues
Meetings & Mileage
Selectmen-Salaries
Selectmen-Expenses
Dues
Printing & Postage
Metal Seals
Printing & Postage
Maps
Office Supplies
Animal Disposal
Selectmen-Advertising
Board of Appeals
Clerk
Parking Clerk-Labor
Parking Clerk-Expenses
Computer Services
Printing & Postage
Constable-Salary
Constable-Election Coverage
Accountant-Salary
Accountant-Expenses
Computer Supplies
Printing & Postage
Office Supplies
Dues
Treasurer-Salary
Treasurer-Expenses
100.00
95.00
100.00
195.00
4,375.00
374.00
32.90
134.50
279.71
58.00
14.38
30.00
923.49
331.50
232.50
232.50
250.00
3.90
17.22
21.12
100.00
100.00
7,320.00
33.67
37.10
44.08
30.00
144.85
9,984.00
Printing 4 Postage 586.77
Deed Abstracts 18.00
Clerk 30.00
Computer Software 879.56
Shelving 100.29
Office Supplies 65.54
Cleaning Supplies 7.77
Safe Deposit Box Rent 65.00
Computer Supplies 309.26
Interest Charges 83.90
Meetings 4 Mileage 966.29
Certification of Notes 90.00
Bond 225.00
Dues 35.00
Treasurer-Expense Encunb.
Desk 189.00
Bank Charges 51.08
3,462.38
240.08
Treasurer-Tax Title Expense
Deed Recording Fees 10.00
10.00
Collector-Salary 16,405.00
Col lector-Expenses
Printing 4 Postage 972.03
Tax Bills 697.80
Bonds 608.00
Office Supplies 11.45
Advertising 182.54
Safe Deposit Box Rent 65.00
Deed Abst. 4 Record. Fees 65.25
Computer 1,830.00
Dues 35.00
Meetings 4 Mileage 45.00
Interest Refund 21.00
P.O. Box Rent 21.50
4,554.57
Collector Expense-1991 Bills
Printing 4 Postage 37.50
Secretary-Salary 12,532.00
Clerk-Salary 5,980.00
Clerk-Expenses
Printing 4 Postage 185.75
Typewriter Maintenance 78.00
Bond 50.00
Printing 4 Postage 26.17
Office Supplies 251.65
Computer Supplies 34.99
Cert, of Vital Statistics 57.00
Clerk-Software
Software Conversion 800.00
Computer Software 309.85
Disk Drive 129.95
Elections & Registrations
Salaries 2,158.00
Officials 320.00
Ballots 129.27
Printing & Postage 38.00
Office Supplies 113.25
683.56
1,239.80
2,758.52
Street Listing
Computer Supplies 39.97
Printing & Postage 160.00
Census Taking 480.00
679.97
Assessors-Salaries 5,460.00
Assessors-Expenses
Tax Maps 970.00
Film & Processing 6.98
Printing & Postage 82.40
Office Supplies 60.01
Dues 80.00
Publications 173.95
Computer Supplies 13.49
Deed Abstracts 60.00
Meetings & Mileage 783.00
2,229.83
Assessors-Labor 845.00
Real Estate Revaluation
Labor 7,355.00
Professional Services 1,000.00
Printing & Postage 775.00
Computer Printer 461.00
Computer Supplies 25.14
Film & Processing 6.89
9,623.03
Assessors-CAMA Fee 900.00
Elector-Oliver Smith Hill 25.00
Town Counsel
Town Counsel Services
Town Counsel-1991 Bills
8,612.04
8,612.04
248.95
Town Office
Calculator 99.95
Law Library 579.50
Telephone 991.46
Printing & Postage 267.74
Office Supplies 313.37
Cleaning Supplies 10.64
Copier Supplies 1,196.71
Computer Supplies 333.29
Lights 173.70
Petty cash Advance 100.00
Hater Heater 167.99
Town Office Copier
Copier 2,452.92
Town Build. & Grounds
Custodian 2,867.62
Electricity 3,335.25
flowing & Grounds Care 845.00
Fire Ext. Check 10.95
Snow Reioval 355.00
Heating Fuel 5,411.53
Pluiber 85.25
Stora Windows 304.10
Safe Repairs 285.00
Furnace Maintenance 45.50
Lights 224.00
Cleaning Supplies 204.42
Miscellaneous .89
Town Office-1991 Bills
Mowing 70.00
4,234.35
2,452.92
13,974.51
70.00
Town Audit
Auditing Services 5,500.00
5,500.00
Street Lights 10,509.17
Planning Board
Assessment 377.25
Professional Services 1,337.50
Office Supplies
Meetings & Mileage
File Cabinet
Dues
Historical Commission
Archival Supplies
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND
PROPERTY:
Police Department-Labor
Police Department-Expenses
Cruiser (gas-oil-repairs)
Telephone
Uniforms
Calculator
Ammunition
Radio Service
Radio Maintenance
Court Settlement
Office Supplies
Dispatcher
Film & Video Tape
Radar Maintenance
Matron
Tires
Locks 4 Keys
Dues
Radar
Publications
Pistol Permits
Training
Printing & Postage
School Officer
Dog Control
Labor
Police Dept. -Computer Grant
Computer Cables
Training
Elect. Surge Protector
Police Department Encuab.
Uniforms
Dues
Cruiser (gas-oil-repairs)
134.43
125.00
162.00
60.00
2,434.47
2,911.25
35.20
79.95
295.00
250.00
140.00
500.00
72.44
3,500.00
13.98
177.50
108.00
241.42
59.93
100.00
994.50
47.05
120.00
197.76
156.49
196.27
2,196.18
79.55
34,646.65
12,434.94
1,568.25
196.27
11.96
231.48
89.00
332.44
555.80
100.00
410.12
1,065.92
Police Dept. -Cruiser/Equip.
Cruiser 20,211.00
Uniforms 45.90
20,256.90
Fire Department-Salaries 1,725.00
Fire Department-Labor 6,214.00
Fire Department-Expenses
Heating Fuel 1,778.58
Equipment Maintenance 2,371.97
Electrician 75.40
Telephone 1,028.48
Gas & Oil 1,017.45
Electricity 658.93
Furnace Maintenance 533.18
Strainers 520.00
Radio Dispatch Service 600.00
Training 86.65
Tires 138.98
Building Maintenance 552.81
Radiator 255.00
Radio Maintenance 741.81
Vehicle Inspections 30.00
Siphons & Couplings 818.00
Oil/Chemical Absorbant 776.07
Batteries 125.20
Hose 390.00
Dues 452.50
Face Protectors 1,165.29
Meetings & Mileage 30.00
Road Cones 103.92
Vehicle Inspections 89.00
Hoods 155.40
Miscellaneous 16.70
P.O. Box Rent 11.25
Gloves 583.34
15,105.91
Fire Depart. -Exp. Encumb.
Equipment Maintenance 196.57
Meetings 4 Mileage 54.00
250.57
Building Inspector-Salary 5,500.00
Building Inspector-Expenses
Mileage 550.00
Assist. Inspector 650.00
Printing & Postage 91.60
Office Supplies 107.50
1,399.10
Civil Defense Salary 300.00
Tree Harden
Tree Removal/Pruning 225.00
Health-Expense-Encumb.
Printing & Postage 360.90
Health-1991 Bills
Inspections 112.50
225.00
HEALTH k SANITATION:
Health-Salaries 2,400.00
Health-Labor 4 Expenses
Goshen Ambulance 6,000.00
Public Health Nurse 1,999.92
Inspections 560.00
Telephone 133.97
Printing & Postage 372.00
HRMC Assessment 3,802.90
Dog Bite Investigation 60.00
First Aid Kit 25.00
Bonds 50.00
Electricity 50.68
Dues 125.00
Rubbish Removal 65,233.10
Duap Caretaker Labor 8,326.50
HRMC Station Labor 5,066.50
Telephone 97.25
Electricity 123.44
Legal Services 70.00
Haste Disposal District 22,618.87
114,715.13
360.90
112.50
HIGHWAYS:
Highways-Labor 73,374.63
Highways-Haint. Expenses
Road Surfacing 21,306.86
Sand 15,135.85
Plowing 7,609.23
Basins & Culverts 4,851.94
Gravel 3,230.25
Eguipsent Hire 6,055.00
Asphalt & Patch 7,915.94
Salt 4,746.80
Mowing
Plowing Blades
Stone
Chemicals
Steel Rods
Brooi
Blades & Chains
Loan
Signs
Concrete
Seed & Fertilizer
Posts 4 Railings
Paint
Engineering Services
Building Materials
Tools
Equipment Rental
Miscellaneous
Highways-Garage & Equip. Main t
.
Parts & Repairs
Tires
Diesel Fuel
Gas & Oil
Heating Fuel
Electricity
Batteries
Telephone
Radio Maintenance
Degreaser
Furnace Maintenance
Salt Enclosure
Tools
Torch
Building Addition
Shelving
Meetings & Mileage
Advertising
Dues
Driving Instruction
Cleaning Supplies
Hwys. Out-of-State Travel
Highways-Expense Encuab.
Pipe 4 Supplies
Garage & Equip. Maint. Encumb.
6as & Oil
Diesel Fuel
Pipe k Supplies
1,120.00
148.85
4,270.85
1,736.00
125.00
312.00
698.26
585.60
554.89
1,170.14
200.00
59.04
72.20
170.00
86.42
23.40
125.00
4.65
82,314.17
7,788.97
196.96
2,527.70
3,159.31
1,928.12
752.68
176.85
317.08
60.00
57.04
123.75
90.00
559.62
130.41
920.43
130.00
132.00
80.35
35.00
150.00
34.60
19,350.87
16.29
3,650.40
3,650.40
4.00
613.90
281.16
897.06
Highways-Nash Hill Project
Labor
Gravel
Asphalt & Patch
Pipe 4 Supplies
Chemicals
Equipment Rental
Concrete
Tools
Loam
Stone
Equipment Hire
Fencing
Highways-Chpt. 811 Const.
Asphalt & Patch
VETERANS' SERVICES
Veterans' Agent Salary
Veterans' Benefits
Ordinary Benefits
Fuel
5,468.40
1,181.25
9,903.27
1,314.02
295.00
50.00
406.40
38.96
1,018.00
130.00
1,503.50
336.95
2,081.80
2,109.19
290.00
21,645.75
2,081.80
1,000.00
2,399.19
SCHOOLS & LIBRARIES:
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT .00
School Department Encumb.
2000 Instruction 66,498.84
3000 Other Sch. Services 26.91
School Department
1000 Administration 35,161.36
2000 Instruction 555,324.14
3000 Other Sch. Services 99,092.66
4000 Operation & flaint.
of Plant 87,223.17
5000 Fixed Assets 786.58
9000 Programs with Other
Districts/Schools 64,171.60
Vocational Education
3000 Other Sch. Services 3,020.40
9000 Programs with Other
Districts/Schools 55,349.94
66,525.75
841,759.51
58,370.34
Hampshire Reg. High School 477,269.00
Title I
Instruction 13,346.00
Tests 139.47
Printing & Postage 79.00
Meetings & Mileage 10.50
Instructional Materials 44.87
Books 318.00
Cafeteria Fund
Labor 19,833.09
Food 9,069.52
Transport, of Comiodities 405.00
Aprons & Towels 39.88
Petty Cash Advance 75.00
Cleaning Supplies 297.10
Transportation of Lunches 31.13
Kitchen Supplies 67.63
School Department-dipt. 188
Instruction 20,377.20
Town of Westhanpton 9,461.00
Preschool Tuition
Telephone 184.34
Instruction 17,584.13
13,937.86
29,818.35
29,838.20
17,768.47
Haydenville Library
Librarian 2,126.00
Heating Fuel 202.23
Electricity 309.03
Telephone 211.99
Cleaning Supplies 17.54
Books 101.03
Printing & Postage 16.70
Cash Box 39.95
Locks 58.00
Table 59.95
Carpet 130.00
Office Supplies 109.99
Library Supplies 79.25
P.O. Box Rent 11.25
3,472.91
Hayden. Library Encumb.
Furnace Maintenance 110.04
Building Maintenance 77.98
188.02
Hayden. Library Books 894.83
Hayden. Library Grant
Storm Windows
Heekins Library
Books
Heekins Library Grants
Books
,186.00
551.77
RECREATION & UNCLASSIFIED:
Recreation-Labor & Expenses
Equipment 777.50
Supplies 239.21
Uniforms 1,348.15
Advertising 35.14
Recreation-Athletic Fields
Honing 1,960.00
Field Haintenance 254.00
Tennis Net 133.00
Paint & Brushes 350.65
Fertilizer 373.96
Electricity 6.23
Town Reports
Printing 1,940.00
Town Report Encumbrance
Printing 1,197.00
Insurance
Group Insurance
Hedical Insurance 156,655.52
Hospitalization Tax 6,090.18
Life Insurance 300.12
Insurance Trust Fund 2,616.75
Insurance Trust Fund Debt
1,186.00
5,000.00
551.77
2,400.00
3,077.84
1,940.00
1,197.00
59,763.00
165,662.57
13,119.40
Social Security Tax 1,760.87
Unemployment Insurance 5,023.67
Veteran's Recognition
Speaker System 50.00
Flags & Markers 107.83
Plants & Flowers 154.05
Vet. (Town) Hem. -1991 Bills
Honing 10.00
Council on Aging
Center Director's Salary 3,532.25
Office Supplies 84.15
Meetings & Mileage 24.00
Printing & Postage 146.61
Petty Cash Advance 50.00
Copier Maintenance 46.20
Highland Valley Grant
Printing & Postage 862.30
Dues 30.00
Telephone 365.61
COA-Hampshire County Grant
Center Director's Salary 3,364.00
311.
10.00
3,883.21
1,257.91
State Discret. Block Grant
Director's Salary 3,007.60
State Formula Grant
Meetings & Mileage 15.00
Dues 40.00
Transportation 700.00
755.00
3,364.00
Cemetery Commission
Grounds Care
Printing & Postage
County Retirement
Arts Lottery Grant
Grants
988.00
12.00
1,000.00
37,727.00
900.00
ENTERPRISES:
Hater Department-Salaries 1,350.00
Hater Depart. -Labor & Exp.
Land Survey 3,697.00
Labor 10,191.12
Engineering Services 10,485.23
Electricity 8,442.48
Contractor/Equipment Hire 426.00
Pipe & Supplies 4,650.42
Truck Rental 1,275.00
Office Supplies 28.56
Meetings i Mileage 297.12
Chemicals 687.48
Meter Reading 300.00
Hater & Hell Testing 2,392.50
Printing & Postage 177.52
Cutting Brush 715.00
Advertising 113.64
Computer Supplies 87.89
Computer Services 1,000.00
44,966.96
Hater Dept. Land Purchase
Forestry Fees 1,625.00
1,625.00
Sewer Commission-Salaries 1,300.00
Sewer Comm. -Labor & Exp.
Labor 1,065.63
Telephone 1,066.89
Electricity 1,356.38
Equipment Hire 660.00
Pipe & Supplies 2,356.65
Printing & Postage 209.23
Traffic Control 74.00
Sewer Commission-Encunb.
Northamp. Use Fees 22,010.78
MATURING DEBT & INTEREST:
6,788.78
22,010.78
Debt Principal
Sewer Const. Project Loan 129,000.00
Sch. Renovat. Proj. Loan 663,458.12
792,458.12
Interest
Sewer Proj. Loan Interest 7,718.79
Sch. Proj. Loan Interest 41,293.25
49,012.04
TEMPORARY LOANS & INTEREST:
Loans in Antic, of Grants 338,000.00
Loans in Ant. of Revenue 850,000.00
Temporary Loans Interest 13,996.36
1,201,996.36
AGENCY, INVESTMENT & TRUST:
Agency
County Tax Assess. 5,738.00
Trust
Federal Withholding Taxes 127,661.36
State Withholding Taxes 49,081.95
Teachers' Retirement 46,928.77
County Retirement 27,286.66
Medical Isurance 56,063.07
Life Insurance 301.90
Teachers' Insurance 1.33
Teachers' Annuities 13,140.00
MTA-NEA Dues 3,563.10
Hospitalization Tax 6,090.19
Social Security Tax 1,465.86
Collector's Costs & Fees 5,944.00
Deputy Collector's Fees 1,711.83
Wildlife Receipts 3,036.25
Dog Licenses for County 113.00
Meals Tax 25.19
Police Depart. Rev. Fund 4,238.50
Recreat. Depart. Rev. Fund 6,170.86
Elect. Inspect. Rev. Fund 2,890.00
Plumb. Inspect. Rev. Fund 966.00
Gas Inspect. Rev. Fund 480.00
Brassworks Fund Receipts 264.20
Planning Bd. Rev. Fund 750.00
Health District Receipt 20,701.50
Elder Trust Fund Receipt 143.02
5,738.00
379,018.54
TAX REFUNDS PAID:
Real Estate-1991 2,500.79
Personal Proper ty- 1991 106.80
Sewer Betterment-1987 59.00
Sewer Betternent-1988 59.00
Sewer Betterment-1989 59.00
Sewer Betterment- 1990 59.00
Sewer Betterment-1991 59.00
Sewer Bett. Interest-1987 41.10
Sewer Bett. Interest-1988 38.15
Sewer Bett. Interest-1989 35.20
Sewer Bett. Interest-1990 32.25
Sewer Bett. I n teres t - 1 99
1
29.30
Water Rates
Motor Vehicle Excise-1990
Motor Vehicle Excise-1991
Motor Vehicle Excise-1992
MISCELLANEOUS:
Due to Stabilization Fund
Voluntary Tax Paynents
TOTAL PAYMENTS
108.84
49.48
441.42
299.47
3,977.80
16,600.00
971.75
4,945,719.10
4,945,719.10
APPENDIX A
DEBT STATEMENT
PURPOSE HOW PAYABLE BALANCE DUE IN
FISCAL 1993
School Renovation Loan Annually 608100.98
Sewer Construction Project Loan Annually 107500.00
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